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Murray Fletcher: Current insurance plan an 'impossibility'
Police
upgrade
cruisers

a

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A federal grant will help
lighten the duty of Murray
Police Department dispatchers
and add some technology to
officers' cruisers.
A $124,369 homeland security grant will allow the department to buy mobile data terminals for its seven patrol cruises,
one K-9 unit and the narcotics
vehicle. The terminals are lap
tqp computers connected to
national databases that let the
officers run driver's licenses
checks from their cars rather
than having
a dispatcher
run
the
information.
"The
goal of the
grant was to
relieve dispatchers of
that
duty
Claud
because
they have so
much else going on," MPD
Chief Ken Claud said. "They
have radio communication and
walk-ins to dear'svith. The larger cities and departments have
had this for a long time."
The MPD communication
department also dispatches for
the Murray Fire Department
and relays 911 calls to the local
ambulance service.
The department handles
66,430 calls on the non-emergency line and 5,110 on the 911
line each year, according to
information MPD presented in
its grant application.
Murray patrol officers made
3,147 traffic stops and handled
5.969 complaint calls, and the
majority of these involved running registration checks and
operator checks and filing official reports.
"This reduces the time they
are actively out in the community," Claud said in the application.
The data terminals would
allow officers to retrieve information from databases, such as
the National Crime Information
Center
and
the
Law
Information
Center
of
Kentucky. This technology
would help officers receive terrorist alerts and other homeland
security information quicker
and more securely.
"There is currently not a
secure way to communication
information from the dispatch
to officers in the field. The public has access to the radio communication through scanners,"
Claud said.
"... With the use of mobile
data terminals vital information
is available to the officers much
faster. Information that is sent
down from the Department of
Homeland Security is usually
transferred to local law enforcement via the NICC system."

It

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
It was an "impossibility" for
teachers and state employees to
get their current health insurance plans next year, Gov.
Ernie Fletcher said Monday.
Restoring teachers' 2005
health insurance plans to this
year's levels was a key demand
the
Kentucky
Education
Association said must be met to
divert a teachers' strike next
month.

"If there's some things demands aren't met.
specifically that we can correct,
Among its requirements, the
we're willing to correct that," KEA wanted the 2004 health
Fletcher said about the health insurance benefits restored for
insurance plan currently being next year, with employee con-'
offered to teachers and state tribution rates comparable to
employees for next year. "But surrounding states. The organias far as going back to the old zation also said it wanted a
plan, that's just an impossibili- commitment from Fletcher to
ty."
collaboratively work on a 2006
The KEA board of directors plan that would compare to
voted early Saturday morning Kentucky's neighboring states.
in favor of teachers and public
If
those
requirements
school employees going on an weren't met, the KEA wanted
indefinite strike starting Oct. 27 school districts across the state
if their health insurance to allow teachers and school

employees to participate in a
Murray Independent
Sept. 27 day of protest. If their
Schools
will hold a public
demands weren't met by Oct
forum tonight at 7 at its
27, KEA officials said teachers
should strike indefinitely.
central office on 13th Street
However, Fletcher said therc
to discuss the district's
was "no way" Kentucky can
options.
afford to continue offering its
employees their current health
And 1 think the people across
insurance plans. Fletcher said the state will realize when they
he didn't think the public would see how much that would cost
side with teachers if they went — and it would require a tax
on strike.
increase — that it's unreason"What they have given as far able."
as an ultimatum. I believe, is
unreasonable," Fletcher said. •See Page 2

FOUNDING FATHERS

Fraternity establishing itself on Murray State campus
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
A new fraternity is coming to
Murray State University. Kappa Sigma,
a fraternity with a 135-year history, is
looking for founding fathers to get this
chapter up and running.
The idea was that of Jason Webber, a
junior management major at Western
Kentucky University ja Bowling
Green. Also a founding father for the
WKU chapter, he considered transfer-..
ring to MSU and wanted a chapter closer to his Marshall County home.
"I've always wanted a chapter at
Murray," Webber said. "I've lived in
Marshall County for the last four or
five years now and it would be nice to
have a chapter close to where I live."
Webber said at first, when asked to
join the fraternity, he wasn't interested.
but as his roommates became more
involved, his interest grew.
"I really saw the brotherhood in
action," Webber said. "I. saw how
strong it was and decided to rush. It
was one of the greatest decisions I ever
made in my life."
Founded in Charlottesville, Va., in
1869, Kappa Sigma currently has four
chapters in Kentucky at University of

Kentucky,
Western
Kentucky,
University, Morehead State University
and the University of Louisville.
The fraternity continues to flourish
and in the 2003-04 school year, saw its
best growth ever with a 32 percent
increase in recruitment and 19 new
chapters across the United States and
Canada.
David Aurich, an area recruitment
manager for Kappa Sigma, handles
recruitment of existing chapters and
expansion and is currently responsible
for 40 chapters.
Aurich was contacted by Webber to
start a chapter at MSU and interest has
grown from there.
A group of students are currently
working to meet the first criteria for
establishing a chapter with 25 members. The number ensures that the chapter can be fairly competitive on campus
with other fraternities in terms of membership, intramurals, grades and other
activities.
"Right now we are rushing 24/T,"
said Caleb Sharmore, another founding
father at MSU. "We're just going out
and spreading the word, handing out
fliers and buttons and things."
The fraternity has a group of about

JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger 8. Ttmes photo

A poster promoting the new Kappa Sigma fraternity on the Murray
State University campus is displayed on a message board near the
entrance to the Curris Center as a student enters the building Monday
morning.
10 working to get things going.
fraternity.
It will take them six months to a
For more information, call David
year to meet the criteria and become a Aurich at 615-556-1400.

Bush leads Kerry in Kentucky by 16 percent
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
President Bush holds a doubledigit lead over Democratic challenger John Kerry in Kentucky.
according to a statewide poll
released Sunday
Bush and Vice President
Dick Cheney were the choice of
53 percent of the people surveyed in the Bluegrass Poll,
compared with 38 percent for
Kerry and his running mate,
John Edwards. Independents
Ralph Nader and Peter Camejo
garnered 3 percent. Six percent
were undecided.
The poll figures include
those who said they were undecided but leaning toward a ticket. Taking away those leaners.
Bush led Kerry 51-35 percent,
and Nader remained at 3 percent.
The results were published
in Sunday's editions of The
Courier-Journal of Louisville.
The survey, conducted by
telephone from Sept. 10-15.
polled 657 likely voters and has
a margin of error of plus or
minus 3.8 percentage points.
Bush's showing represents a
slight improvement over his 12point lead in the Bluegrass Poll
conducted in May and only a
little under his I7-point margin
in February's poll.
The newest poll showed that
among likely voters who
favored Bush, 19 percent said
the greatest factor in determining their choice was the president's stance on combating ter-

Poll: Bunning holds comfortable lead over Mongiardo
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Mirroring a similar
advantage for fellow Republican George W.
Bush, incumbent U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning
holds a double-digit lead over his
Democratic challenger among Kentucky voters, according to a statewide poll released
Monday.
Bunning
was
the
choice of 51 percent of
likely voters in the
November election, compared to 34 percent for
Daniel
Mongiardo,
according
to
the
Bluegrass Poll conducted
by The Courier-Journal.
Bunning
On Sunday, the newspaper
released a poll saying President Bush was
the pick for 53 percent of the people surveyed, compared with 38 percent for John
Kerry.
The survey, conducted by telephone from
Sept. 10-15. polled 657 likely voters and has

a margin of error of plus or minus 3.8 percentage points.
Bunning's margin slipped slightly from
the previous Bluegrass Poll taken May 5-11,
when 50 percent of likely voters said they
would vote for Bunning versus 29 percent
for Mongiardo. All figures include those
who said they were undecided but leaning
toward a candidate.
Bob Danol, 68. was one of Bunning's supporters. Danol runs a home remodeling business in Okolona.
"I'm a Republican," he said. "I believe in
helping people in need. but I don't believe in
just giving it away — throwing money at
problems,"
Danol said he believes Bunning would
better represent his values in Washington,
although he's unfamiliar with Mongiardo.
Also, Danol and other Bunning supporters
said they know Bunning from when he was a
major league baseball pitcher from 1955 to

III See Page 3
rortsin

"I feel safe with him running
the country," said Brenda
Davenport, 45, a Paducah
homemaker who intends to vote
for the president. "Safety,
think, is his main concern for
us."
By contrast, Kerry's supporters are driven by concerns about
the economy and a strong antiBush sentiment.
"I would fire him if I could.I'd have given him his walking
papers," said Brenda Perry, 51,

In, national rating, which the
Perry, a customer-service latest CNN/USA Today/Gallup
representative for an insurance Poll put at 52 percent.
company, said she is voting for
Bush's personal characterisKerry. "We're struggling here: tics, leadership and trustworthihe's worried about the people in ness were cited by 18 percent,
Iraq," she said.
nearly the same number as
Meanwhile. Kentuckians those who cited his morals, valcontinue to give the president ues and faith, as determining
higher job-approval ratings than factors in supporting the presithe national average.
dent. the poll found.
In the latest poll, Bush's job"He's pushed so hard to try
approval rating jumped to 64 to take care of this country. It's
percent, up from 58 percent in just amazing. He's definitely
the May poll. That is better than more than an amazing presi-

ril!r Touri et-3Jo lt nut 1

BLUEGRASS POLL
dent, he's an amazing person."
said Amanda Taylor,. 19, of La
Grange, a part-time cashier and
full-time student at Jefferson
Community College who backs
Bush.
Only 12 percent of Bush's
supporters said his performance
in office or his policies are the
main reasons they want him reelected, and just 4 percent cited
tax cuts or the economy as reasons for backing the president.
By contrast. 27 percent of
the Kerry's supporters said economic reasons, the jobs picture
or the deficit are chief in determining their choice for president, according to the poll.
The next most significant
reason for backing Kerry, his
supporters said, is they want
Bush out of the White House.
Among likely voters,48 percent of those who had read or
heard anything about Kerry said
they did not have a favorable
impression. That's up from
Kerry's 44 percent unfavorable
rating in the May poll. In the latest survey, 39 percent of likely
voters said they had a favorable
impression of Kerry. and 13
percent were undecided.
Bush was viewed favorably
by 58 percent of likely voters
and unfavorably by 34 percent,
with 8 percent undecided.
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Local
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experience
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Fancy Farm couple to be honored
Saturday as outstanding parents
James R. and Cindy Cash,
parents of Mary Kathryn Cash,
hase been selected as this
year's Murray State University
Outstanding Parents.
sponThe award is
sored by the MSU Alumni
Association, residential colleges and office for student
affairs.
Cash, a senior organizational communications major from
Fancy Farm, nominated her
parents because of the exceptional guidance her parents
have given her throughout her
life.
"My parents have made me
who I am, and they have provided me with endless tools to
help me achieve my many
accomplishments." she said.
,MURRAY
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"Throughout my life, they have
helped me whenever I needed
them, but being away at college
is what has helped me realize
just what they mean to me."
Cash said throughout her
four-year college career, her
parents have been available for
her in every instance.
"They have supported my
campus involvement in every
way imaginable. Their support
has ranged to everything from
moral support to lending the
use of trucks for Homecoming
floats, donations for landscaping projects, brochures for
campus ministry, and even
delivering items to be added to,
the Honors Program student
lounge."
The owners of James R.
Cash Auction and Real Estate
Company in Fancy Farm,
James and Cindy will be recognized this weekend during
MSU's Family Weekend. They
will be honored during the first
half of Saturday's Racer foot-
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WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly clear.
Wednesday
will be mostly
LOW: sunny with
highs in the mid
80s.
Wednesday
night will be
mostly clear.

ball game against Tennessee
Tech. They will receive a
framed copy of Mary Kathryn's
nomination letter, a plaque and
dinner for three at Tom's Grille
in Murray. The family will be
guests of MSU President F.
the
Alexander in
King
President's Box during the
game.
Other finalists for the
Outstanding Parent award were
Annie Merrill Foster, Murray;
Phyllis Farmer, Whitesville;
Jennings, Bowling
Doug
Green; Agnes C. Du Venture,
Jackson, Tenn.; Anne Heppner,
Lebanon, Tenn.; and Mike and
Karla Baird, Waverly.
Patti Jones, associate director for alumni affairs, said the
award is a wonderful way to
recognize parents.
"This is a great chance for
students to say thank you to a
guardian or parents who have
helped them realize their educational goals," Jones said.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in session Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Center. Reviewing the
county and special district tax
rates, as well as a sexuallyoriented business ordinance,
are items on the court's agenda.
II The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet in session
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in
the hospital board room.
III The Murray Board- of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
several sign requests.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall.
III To report a newsworthy
note for the Town Crier, call
753-1916.
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From Front
KEA President Frances
Steenbergen did not return a
call seeking comment.
Meanwhile, state workers
are -very much in support" of
KEA's decision, said Charles
Wells, executive director of the
Kentucky Association of State
Employees.
An online petition, which
KASE put on its Web site last
Thursday opposing the new
state health insurance plans,
has so far gained more than
1,600 electronic signatures.
However, it's unlikely state
workers would join in a strike
because they would be risking
their jobs, Wells said. The
KASE board was plaiihing to
meet Oct. 2 in Lexington to discuss its reaction to the health
insurance issue.
"We've opted to continue to
try to put pressure on the governor and the Legislature to
improve this terrible plan,"
Wells said. "And even though
we can't change the benefits
package this year, we want to
make sure the governor understands what a terrible mistake
he made."
Fletcher would not say
whether teachers who go on
strike should be fired from
their jobs.
"It is, frankly, illegal. The
courts ruled that it's illegal,
and from my understanding it's
in contempt of court," Fletcher
said. "So, we'll cross that
bridge when we get to it."
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NAME BRAND CLOTHES OUT DAILY!
Come celebrate our 31 anniversary this September
with 1/2 price new fall items sidewalk sale!
Door Prizes IL refreshments on September ORM

Costume Rental '.50s and '70s styles,
Homestead, Tacky formals
Open Mon. - Sot. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. • (270) 762-0207
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It was no humdrum day at the J.U. Kevil Center
ay
Callow
of
d
Hosfor
Jeremy
for
y
recentl
d
Mayfiel
are
County or Sharri Stroud of Graves County. Both
the
have
to
excited
employees of the center and were
when
r
Fletche
Ernie
Gov.
chance to meet Kentucky
he was conducting business in Mayfield, giving them
with
the chance to actually have a short conversation
facility
itation
rehabil
a
is
center
The
or.
govern
the
providing vocational services for individuals with
physical, mental or emotional disabilities.

Man arrested in
III, capitol shooting

SPRINGFIELD, 111. (AP) — came here and did this," said Col.
A man suspected of shooting an Larry Schmidt, chief deputy
of
unarmed guard at the state director of the Secretary
Capitol was arrested without State's police force.
Schmidt said Potts apparently
incident Tuesday morning as he
knocked on doors in a residential drove up to the Capitol's main
entrance, walked in and shot the
neighborhood, police said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities had been search- .guard once in the chest. Then he A Kentucky program designed
ing for Derek W. Potts since left, stowed his weapon in his to streamline some purchases in
Monday afternoon, when they trunk and drove off with his tires state government exposed the
allege he marched into the state squealing and witnesses shouting
state to unnecessary risk, but
Capitol and shot 51-year-old for help.
of
"I heard the blast," tourist there was little evidence
William Wozniak in the chest,
Auditor
state
abuse,
ead
the
widespr
told
Peru
of
Bubb
Steve
then stowed his gun in his car
Chicago Sun-Times. "Then, I Crit Luallen said Monday.
trunk and drove away.
Despite initial suspicions that
"He's in custody," Deputy saw this guy lowering an object
turn the state "procurement cards"
gun,
a
be
to
looked
that
said.
Burton
Jim
Chief
Police
were being abused by state
around and walk out the door."
"We're interviewing him now."
.The Capitol was locked down workers, there was little eviPhilip Giger, 50, who lives in
shoot- dence to support that notion,
the neighborhood where Potts for about an hour after the
at Luallen said of the program that
was apprehended, said he was ing, security was tightened
said
police
and
schools
nearby
heard
he
started when.she was Executive
making coffee when
several car doors slam shut. He students near the Capitol who Cabinet secietary under former
looked out the window and saw usually walk home alone were Gov. Paul Patton.
"ProCards" were 'aimed At
more than a dozen police cars given escorts.
Acting on a tip, police saving the state money by reducand a man who was handcuffed
searched Potts' apartment and ing paperwork and increasing
and put in a squad car.
The Sangamon County state's said they recovered a shotgun productivity, Luallen said.
attorney's office obtained an that was stolen a week ago from
But state officials confiscated
arrest warrant Monday night a military surplus store. Police nearly 300 of the cards from
the
accusing Potts of murder, burgla- said they don't know whether
state employees in March, on
shotgun was used in the
ry and more.
suspicions they were being
Police said they know of no Statehouse shooting.
That left 74 active cards
Shortly before the shooting, abused.
motive for the shooting or conthe state, Fletcher
out
through
Potts'
matching
nection between Potts and his someone
officials said at
ration
administ
description returned to the same
alleged victim.
time.
the
more
steal
"We have no idea why he store and tried to
However, out of more than
weapons but fled when the owner
transactions reviewed for
3,800
said.
police
recognized him,
The Capitol building doesn't the new audit, six were found to
have metal detectors, and the be "personal misuse- totaling
guards are unarmed. about $245. Each of those was
security
'Diagnosis & Treatment
saw the gunman repaid to the state, Luallen said.
people
Several
"The six improper transacleaving, and officials also were
of Eye Disease & Injuries
surveilfrom
footage
g
uncovered by the audit:
tions
reviewin
•Budget & Designer
lance cameras in the area, doughnuts, a purchase at an
Schmidt said.
adult bookstore, two gasoline
Eyewear
The Legislature was not in buys. a personal clothing item
*Contacts For Astigmatism
session. Gov. Rod Blagojevich and a framing at a gallery, said
was not in Springfield at the time Brian Lykins, a division director
and Bifocals
but returned later to talk about for Luallen. All the purchases
*Most Insurance Accepted
the shooting, expressing sympa- were repaid within a month of
thy to the victim's family and having been made, Lykins said.
calling for tighter security.

Audit finds
little abuse
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By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Power was out last night for
some Calloway County residents and some residents within
the city limits.
Kevin English, member services representative for West
Electric
Rural
Kentucky
Cooperative Corp., said a lightning arrester on one of the company's lines went out, causing a
shortage that ultimately led to a
power outage.
The lightning arrester is put
on all lines to direct lightning to
the ground instead of through
the lines.
Power was out on Ky. 94
East starting at the Yamaha dealership and traveling east to the Y
Grocery. Power went out around
3:35 p.m. and was restored
around 5:50 p.m.
In Murray, a meter'went out
at one of the substations, according to Mike Wilson, field superintendent for Murray Electric.
The problem affected a quadrant
east of 12th Street to south of
Main Street.
Power went out around 4:30
a.m. and was restored around 6
a.m.

SherifIlLog
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Chris Mason. 19. of Kirksey, was assaulted Friday in the
a
Subway parking lot in Draffenville. He was hit in the head with
The
.
Hospital
County
l
Marshal
the
to
bottle and transported
felony assault case was closed because Mason refused to cooperate with the investigation.

MORGAN SIAN!

Bisuoeu EDWARD JONI 5.
Who better to hap you rear Ii
king-term financial goals than

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Timothy Davenport. 19, was arrested Saturday night at his
Murray-Paris Road residence and charged with use of a minor in
a sexual performance. He is scheduled to be arraigned at 9 a.m.
Oct. 18 in Calloway District Court, a court spokeswoman said.
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Poll: Kentucky voters strongly •Bunning ...
in favor of gay marriage ban

the poll Confirms that most
Once Dr.
Kentuckians like Bunning for
1971.
his "character, leadership and
Mongiardo
"I grew up in Michigan his fighting for their values in
rooting for the Detroit Tigers the United States Senate."
begins to get his
when Bunning pitched for
To the initial poll question
message out, this gap
them," Danol said.
of which candidate responMongiardo supporters say dents would vote for if they
will shrink to single
they would could do so today, 47 percent
digits very
vote for him said Bunning, 31 percent said
because Mongiardo and 22 percent
quickly.
they oppose said undecided.
President
When undecided voters
— Kim Geveden,
Bush's lead- were asked if they were leanDaniel Mongiardo's
ership
in ing toward either candidate,
campaign
manager
the war in Bunning's
total
support
Iraq and the increased to 51 percent, and
_ Mongiardo's to 34 percent.
Monglardo economy
even though
The poll showed that vot- Bunning while only 37 perthey know little about the can- ers are much more familiar cent had ever read or heard
didate.
with Bunning, a member of anything about Mongiardo.
"I believe he'll promote the major-league baseball's Hall
Geveden said the poll
ideas of the Democratic of Fame who served' five shows Mongiardo can close
Party," said Carrie Robinson, terms as congressman from the gap by making himself
35, a claims adjuster for Kentucky's
4th
District known through advertising
Humana
who
lives
in before his election to the between now and Election
Louisville. "Under the leader- Senate in 1998.
Day,
particularly
to
ship of President Bush,
Mongiardo is a medical Democrats.
Republicans have shown they doctor and a state senator
Records of the state Board
can't be trusted."
from Hazard who was first of Elections show that 58 perOrganizers
from
the elected in 2000.
cent of the state's 2.7 million
Mongiardo and Bunning camOf the likely voters polled, voters . are
registered
paigns said they were encour- 83 percent said they had read Democrats, while 35 percent
aged by the new poll.
or heard something about are Republican.
"We've closed the gap
even before Sen. Mongiardo
has gone on television," said
if
1
Kim Geveden, manager of the
Mongiardo campaign. "Once
ti I t
tric
Dr. Mongiardo begins to get
his message out, this gap will
shrink to single digits very
Pkillip Mapper, M.D.
quickly."
Geveden said Mongiardo
- Hearing Aids began his statewide television
- No Referrals Required advertising on Sunday.
for Appointment(270) 759-4811
CC111
David Young, manager of
the Bunning campaign. said
.Murray, KY 42071

From Front

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Likely voters surveyed for a new
poll are overwhelmingly in
favor of a proposed constitutional amendment that would ban
civil unions in Kentucky and
define marriage as being
between a man and a woman.
The Bluegrass Poll, conducted by The Courier-Journal and
published Tuesday, showed 72
percent of likely voters support
the amendment, which will be
on the ballot on Nov. 2. Twentytwo percent were opposed and 6
percent were undecided.
The poll questioned 657 voters by telephone from Sept. 10
to 15. The margin of error was
3.8 percentage points.
Backers of the amendment
come from every region of
Kentucky, every age and racial
group and almost every reli-

gious category, as well as from
Republicans, Democrats and
independents.
Support for a similar federal
constitutional amendment was
nearly as strong — 68 percent in
favor compared with 26 percent
against.
Support for the state amendment differed only by degree in
different categories — for example, with more support in eastern
Kentucky (82 percent) than
Jefferson County (65 percent);
among Republicans(84 percent)
than Democrats(67 percent) and
independents (52 percent); and
among born-again or evangeli-

cal Christians (82 percent) than
among others(59 percent).
One group where a majority
— 55 percent — appeared to
oppose the amendment was a
small combined category that
includes those with no religious
belief and followers of various
religions with smaller numbers
of followers in the state.
Eighty-two percent of people
50 and older supported the
amendment, compared with 53
percent of adults under 35.
Those who said they personally knew someone who was gay
or lesbian supported the amendment by a lower margin — 56
percent in favor — than those
who did not — 83 percent in
favor.
Percentages based on subsamples are subject to a higher
potential margin of error.

Judge rules some reporters
could be in ex-officer's trial

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jury selection in the murder trial
of a former Louisville police
officer was set to resume
Tuesday after an appeals court
judge ruled some reporters
could be in the courtroom during
the process.
Former narcotics detective
McKenzie Mattingly is charged
in the shooting death of 19-yearold Michael Newby.
Jefferson County Circuit
Judge
Judith
McDonaldBurkman barred the public and
the media from the courtroom as
jury selection began Monday.
She said the courtroom would be
too crowded and denied a
motion by The Courier-Journal
AP Phut,_
newspaper to allow reporters to
enter the courtroom. She said Jerry and Angela Bouggess, parents of shooting victim
she was also concerned about Michael Newby, enter the courtroom for the murder trial
fire safety, since the courtroom. of McKenzie Mattingly, a former Louisville police officer,
filled with potential jurors, has a Monday. Sept. 20, 2004, in Lduisville, Ky. Mattingly is
capacity of 107 people. She accused of shooting Newby in the back during a
allowed reporters to view the botched drug buy on Jan 3.
proceedings on a closed-circuit
monitor.
Kentucky Court of Appeals
Judge William L. Knopf issued a
ruling Tuesday allowing a newspaper and television reporter to
be in the courtroom, and ordered
a television feed to a media
room for other reporters.
The ruling
temporarily
delayed jury selection proceedings Tuesday.
On Monday. civil rights
activists gathered in prayer outside the courthouse. They have
paid close attention to the case
since Mattingly, who is white.
shot Newby, who was black, in a
Jan. 3 undercover drug buy that
went bad.
"All of us have been through
a lot of pain. This is the first
time they held a police officer
For a limited time, enjoy terrific savings on the furniture people ooh and ahhh over. Wonderfully plush and comaccountable," said the Rev.
The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you
fortable
sofas & loveseats. Stylish chairs. Roomy sectionals. And beautiful accent pieces of every kind Floor samLouis Coleman, who led a group
get rammed in a traffic jam, can you afford to repair or
of about 30 people, including
ples, overstocks, discontinued items and one-of-a-kinds,,.all marked down during our Year End Clearance'
Newby's mother and stepfather,
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
in prayer outside court.
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
Mattingly's court case has
extensively
covered
been
in the
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.
Louisville media, prompting
McDonald-Burkman to gather a
larger-than-normal pool of
Jack Romaine
potential jurors. About 150
potential jurors gathered in the
105 N. 12th St.
Sale ends September 25th.
courtroom just before noon
Murray, KY 42071
and
Monday to begin a long,
759-1033
sometimes tedious, selection
4
process.
k X X Vr
Jurors are scheduled to be
xxA
questioned en masse before each
(.1
SHELTER
meets privately with attorneys
I%SURANCE
‘!
v
FURNITURE,INC.
and the judge for individual
Mattingly's
attorquestioning.
neys have argued he won't get a
fair trial in the Louisville area
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray •(270) 753-3621
because of the media attention. wwwshelterinsurance.com
Seek Shelter Today'
McDonald-Burkman denied a
motion in May to move the trial.
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
"This will be an exercise in
patience and down time," the
judge told the potential jurors
;
before she began the selection
process. which is expected to
•
last nearly a week.
just
Newby's death came
over a year after the December
2002 fatal shooting of 50-yearRear Tine Tiller
old James Taylor. Police shot
Drain Rooter
Sod Cutter
Floor Buffer
Taylor 11 times in an apartment
after he was handcuffed. Two
white officers at the scene said
Taylor, who was black, lunged at
them with a box-cutter knife.
Newby was shot three times
Lin the back. According to court
r;tecords. Newby was carrying a
Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
Over Seeder
'small amount of crack-cocaine.
Pressure Washer Stump Grinder
Aerators & Rollers & Power Rake
John Deere- Tractor
: some marijuana. a .45-caliber
handgun and a large amount of
money the night of the shooting.
Mattingly was indicted for
urder and wanton endangerChestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sot. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
ent in March and fired a month
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IN OUR OPINION

Slow's the way to go
Kudos to our local superintendents and school officials for not jumping the gun,so to speak, and immediately backing a potential strike by Kentucky teachers in the wake of a new health insurance plan from
Gov. Ernie Fletcher for all state workers.
While no one enjoys the prosect of higher health
care costs, it is unfortunately a reality for so many
today. But a strike, while illegal according to law,
could hurt more than help this cause.
We applaud the actions taken by the Murray
Independent School District in forming a public forum
tonight at 7 o'clock at the board's 13th Street office to
discuss options and hopefully get an understanding
from the parents and others.
Negotiations are planned past the Kentucky
Education Association-proposed, one-day strike Sept.
27, and hopefully middle ground will be reached.
Communication will be key in this matter, from
both sides. It is a wise move not to jump into this matter without plenty of thought, and it is an equally wise
move to address this matter in public and hear some
different views, as well.

Jobs are being created
Alter a recession, terrorist
.itt:icks on the homeland, and
corporate scandals the
American economy was struggling in the spring of 2003. In
June of that
year the
unemployment rate
had surged
to 6.3 percent. The
American
economy
needed a
shot in the
On The Hill ann.
That
By Sen. Jim
May,
Bunning
President
R-Kentucky
Bush,
signed into
law the
Jobs and
Growth id \ Relief
Reconciliation Act of 2003.
enabling America's and
Kentucky's working families,
• and businesses to keep more
of their hard-earned money
and laying a foundation for
economic growth and job creation.
The results from the Jobs
and Growth Act ive having a
major impact on the nation's
economy and Kentucky's.
Nearly 1.7 million new jobs
have been created since
August of 2003. The unemployment rate is currently at
5.4 percent and is below the
Average of the 1970s, 1980s,
and 1990s. In addition
107.000 jobs have been Created in the manufacturing sector
since January.
With Americans going back
to work, other sectors of the
economy are continuing to
improve. The standard of living is on the rise with real
after-tax incomes up by nearly

10 percent, consumer confidence has increased 20 percent
in the last year to 98.2, and the
national home ownership rate
stands at an all-time high of
69.2 percent. More Americans
now own a home than any
other time in our nation's his-,
tory. This is a great achievement because more people are
participating in the American
dream.
America's economic engine
is starting to hum, and jobs are
finally being created. In
Kentucky the unemployment
rate was at 6.6 percent in July
of last year. The percentage
was above the national average of 6.3 percent. By July of
this year. the Kentucky unemployment rate dropped to 5.3
percent.
.Tax cuts have worked to
turn the tide for our nation's
economy. People who now
want jobs are starting to find
them. When it comes to stimulating economic growth,
we've seen again that tax cuts
work. The proof is in the 1.7
million jobs that have been
created in the last year. We
are turning the corner. But
more work needs to be done to
ensure that the recovery stays
on track for future growth so
that every Kentuckian who
wants to work can find a job.
I will work hard in the
coming months to make sure
President Bush's tax cuts
become permanent. Factories
are busier, families are earning
more, home ownership
remains at record levels, and
people are returning to the
labor market and finding work.
We must not let the current
Bush tax cuts expire and eat
away at the 1.7 million jobs
that have been created over the
past year.

OUR READERS WRITE
Dear Editor;
I would like to respond to the article in the Thursday, Sept.
16th edition of the Ledger & Times concerning Crit Luallen,
state Auditor, remarks concerning her wishes that Buddy
Buckingham be re-elected as state representative.
As she states that he is one of the more honorable men in
Frankford. I don't know Mr. Buckingham. but I do know Mr.
(Melvin) Henley and know that he is the same honorable man
now as a Republican as he was as the Democrat mayor of Murray
and should be elected as state representative. Especially, now
that he is donating all of his salary as state rep to the Murray
State University scholarship fund. To my knowledge, he has
brought more jobs to Murray than any other person.
If Melvin Henley was a Democrat doing the good things that
he has done in this area, those Democrats that oppose him would
be shouting from the roof tops about the great things he has done.
Espically. as mayor in giving his salary so that a needy college
student could receive a scholarship.
I wonder how many Democrats who voted for Mr. Henley as
the Democrat mayor of Murray oppose him now as a Republican?
Sincerely,
Vannetta Bullard
Murray. Ky.

Bush's Hidden Agenda?
A key issue for young
Americans and their families to
consider as they prepare to cast
their votes in
the upcoming presidential election
is the real
likelihood of
a military
draft being
reinstated if
President
Bush is reVoice of elected.
Democracy President
By Howard
Bush should
Dean
tell us now
Syndicated
whether he
Columnist
supports a
military
draft.
Here is the evidence that
makes a draft likely:
II The U.S. Army has
acknowledged that they are
stretched thin and that finding
new recruits is challenging.
They recently placed 300 new
recruiters in the field. Bonuses
for new recruits to the Army
have risen by 67 percent to a
maximum of $10,000 and
$15,000 for hard-to-fill specialties. -

•The extended tours of
duty have made service less
attractive for both the regular
armed forces, and particularly
for the National Guard and
Reserves. To meet this year's
quota for enlistees, the Army
has sped up the induction Of
"delayed entry" recruits, meaning they are already borrowing
from next year's quotas in order
to meet this year's numbers.
•Reservists are now being
called away for longer periods. $
In 2003, President Bush dramatically extended the length
of time for the Guard and
Reserves deployment in Iraq.
Extended tours of up to a year
have become common.
•In a further sign of a lack
of adequate staffing, the armed
forces are now in the process of
calling up members of the
Individual Ready Reserves.
These are often older reservists
usually waiting retirement.
They are typically in their midto-late forties, and have not
been on active duty and have
not trained for some time.
Traditionally, they are only supposed to be called up during a
time of national emergency. In
2001, President Bush authorized their call up but never

rescinded this order even after
he declared "Mission
Accomplished" in Iraq in May
of 2003.
•The Armed Forces are
already chronically understaffed. In 2003, General Eric
Shinseki testified before
Congress that an additional
50,000 troops would be needed
beyond what the Bush administration said would be necessary
to stabilize Iraq after the invasion. The President ignored
him. We do not have enough
troops in Afghanistan to be able
to stabilize the country. as
shown by the continual putting
off of elections well past their
Announced date. In an effort to
free up yet more troops in the
coming years. we are moving
troops away from the
Demilitarized Zone in Korea
and reducing the number of
troops on the Korean Peninsula
at a time when North Korea
poses more of a danger to the
U.S. - not less. Because of the
President's military adventurism, our Armed Forces are
under enormous pressure. The
only place to go for more
troops is a draft.
•Selective service boards
have already been notified that

President Bush will be
forced to decide whether we
can continue the current course
in Iraq, which will clearly
require the reinstatement of the
draft. The Pentagon has objected to a draft but, the President
has ignored other Pentagon recommendations in the past.
American families and
young people are owed an
explanation about the
President's plans. Will the
Preside,i t. withdraw from some
of our military commitments or
will he reinstate the draft? We
need to know that before we
vote, not afterwards.
Howard Dean,former governor of Vermont, is thefounder
ofDemocracyfor America, a
grassroots organization that
supports socially progressive
andfiscally responsible political candidates. Email Howard
Dean at howarddean@democraoforamerica.com

In Defense of Lecture
Lecture. The very word makes me
drowsy, evoking memories of past teachers
who relied solely on that form of instruction. In high school it was Mr. Killian.
Chemistry. He was so enamored of his own
voice and so intent on charting endless diagrams and formulae on
the board, once he picked
up a piece of chalk and
turned away from the
class, he entered a world
of his own.
When he wasn't looking, I often slipped out ot
the lab and into senior
lunch. He never missed
me, and vice versa.
Main Street
Moreover, since he'd
By Constance
used the same notes for
Alexander
years, anyone with older Ledger & Times
siblings could ace the
Columnist
course. Me included.
In college, Mr.
Pawlikowski, freshman math, was a lover
of the lecture method. Riveted to the chalkboard, he talked non-stop from the beginning of class to the end. We rarely saw his
face, but spent the semester marveling over
the permanent scrim of dandruff on the
shoulders of the dark blue sports jacket he
wore every day.
Those are just two examples, but
through secondary, undergraduate and
graduate school. I experienced the failure
of the lecture method at almost every turn.
There were exceptions. of course, but those
were the inspired teachers, the ones whose
knowledge and passion lent a unique
excitement for learning that is memorable
in a positive way.
Unfortunately, most of my teachers were
not that gifted.
So when I saw a presentation daringly
titled In Defense of Lecture on the agenda
for 7:30 a.m. at Friday's Teaching and
Technology Forum at Murray State

University, I was curious to find out what
was new in the world of lecture.
Admittedly. I was a skeptic, but I discovered that technology has enhanced the lecture method in many creative ways, thus
enabling interaction and learning opportunities that were impossible before this.
Ricky Cori, assistant professor of
Chemistry, talked about how the lecture
concept has shifted from the traditional
"sage on the stage" to a "guide on the side"
mentality. In other words, lecture is a valid
approach, but the students' role in the
process has changed. With technologybased tools — such as SMART Sympodium,
Tablet PC and Microproducer -- students
are no longer passive listeners.
No longer anchored to the chalkboard.
teachers can move around the room as they
lecture. Notes can be archived, and additional learning tools can be made available
online. Now professors can supplement a
video lecture with detailed notes. A click of
the mouse enables students to go back over
sections that confuse them, or skip over the
material they already understand.
Jamie Rogers, assistant professor in
physics and engineering, demonstrated how
technology means "no mdre talking to the
wall." Three-dimensional drawings are easily rendered electronically, and text boxes
highlight key points. "You become an
annotator and educator with this approach."
he explained, emphasizing that the time
saved sketching complex diagrams on the
board is better used for asking and answering questions, and challenging students'
problem-solving capabilities.
Effective uses of instructional technology mean that learning is no longer confined
to the classroom and bound by its walls.
Heath Keller, who teaches Marketing
online for MSU. especially likes the far
reach of online learning. One of his current
students, for instance, is stationed in Iraq.
but can interact with the instructor and
•
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other students via chat rooms and threaded
discussions that examine topics in more
detail.
In his finance classes, David DM also
teaches online. jokingly calling himself the
"tutor on the computer." He has found that
technology helps students with tasks such
as taking notes, and provides them with
more options for controlling the pace and
level of detail of their own learning. As a
result, students can become more accountable at the same time they become more
active participants in their quest for skills
and knowledge.
Friday marked MSU's 7th annual forum
on teaching and technology. Linda Miller.
director of the Center for Teaching,
Learning & Technology that organizes the
two-day conference, says that the activity
has come a long way since the first year. A
record 51 presenters gave talks and demonstrations this year, with an average per session attendance of 34 each. Support from
SMART Technologies. Inc., IBM, the
Provost Office and MSU libraries meant
that the door prizes included such attractive
items as a SMART Sympodium, and IBM
Thinkpad, and an iPod, among others.
"The feedback is really positive," Ms.
Miller asserted. "It takes a lot of planning.
almost a whole year of activity, but every:
year there are new additions. Someone
even told us," she continued, "that we
ought to take this show on the road."
For additional research and applications
on learning technology, log on to these
Web sites: www.greaterexpectations.org
and www.center.rpi.edu.
Read Main Street online at www.nutrrayledgercom. Contact the columnist
directly at
constancealexander@charter net.
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OUR
TIES ARE
STRONG
As the future of tobacco farming is
being discussed in Washington, we
are reminded of our longstanding ties
to the dark tobacco growing communit).

We want to be part of meaningful

L

change that will benefit both
America's tobacco farmers and adult
tobacco consumers. Not all tobacco
•

products are the same. Quick fixes
—

are not the answer. One-size-fits-all
regulation is not the answer.

You know us. We're U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Company. We're a distinct')
a(

different tobacco company. We buy
100 percent American dark tobacco
and we're committed to America's
dark tobacco farmers.
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Obituaries
Newton, John Cathey. Charles Cathey, Tim Cathey and Gene
Cemetery.
William Frank (Bill) Davis, 85, Pottenown Road. Murray, died Alton, honorary. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove
home.
funeral
the
at
now
is
Visitation
Monday, Sept. 20, 2004, at 12:05 p.m. at his home.
Mr. Morrison, 14, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 19, 2004, at 1:30
A lifelong educator, be was a former science teacher at Murray
at his home.
a.m.
High School and was principal" for the
death was from complications with diabetes. He was born
His
Kentucky School for Blind. He was an Army
veteran of World War 11 and a member of April 11, 1990.
Preceding him in death were his grandfather, Blanc Cathey,
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
great-grandparents, Oscar and Dortha McClain, Prentice and
and
His wife, Julia Frances Dunn Davis, and
Morrison, Maude Cook and Edna Cathey.
Cozie
one sister, Pauline Milner, both preceded him
include his father, Barry Morrison, his mother, Mrs.
Survivors
in death. Born Sept. 3, 1919, in Hickman
Richardson and husband. Jeff, one sister, Erin
Cathey
Amanda
William
late
he
the
County,
was the son of
Prentice Owen Morrison and wife,
grandparents,
Morris,
Kay
Frank Davis and Radie Kalor Davis.
Cathey, Walter Newton and Jan
Kathy
Wolfe,
Josephine
Dean,
Survivors include one son, Dr. Terry Davis and wife, Susan,
Cathey, three uncles, John
and three grandchildren, Grace Davis, Rose Davis and Tyler (Nanna) Newton, one aunt, .Lydia
and Tim Cathey, and one
Cathey,
Charles
Paula,
wife,
and
Cathey
Davis, all of Hendersonville, Tenn.; two brothers, Jessie Wayne
Murray; seven cousins;
of
all
Richardson,
Savannah
stepsister,
Davis, Fulton, and Marvin Lewis Davis, Clinton.
Jennifer Najjar.
Dr.
and
Austin
Clegg
Dr.
doctors,
special
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
James R. Barkett
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
James R. Barkett, 84, Paducah, formerly of Cairo, Ill., died
(Tuesday).
Sunday, Sept. 19, 2004, at 7:37 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benevolent Fund of Paducah.
Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, KY
A retired owner and operator of Tri State Plumbing & Electric
42071 or to Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Supply, Cairo, Ill., he was of Catholic faith and a member of Elks
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Lodge, Paducah. A 1941 graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor of science in business administration and a member of
Elks Lodge, Paducah, he was a lifetime member of Murray State
Mrs. Velma Wisehart
Alumni Association and of the Racers Club.
1
at
Wednesday
be
will
The funeral for Mrs. Velma Wisehart
He was the son of the late Wadea S. and Rumzey Barkett. One
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
and two brothers also preceded him in death.
sister
The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate. Music will be by Mike
include his wife, Mrs. Mary Gertrude Yates Barkett,
Survivors
pianist.
Runnels,
Beth
and
soloists,
Hernandez,
Jesse
and
Crook
had been married for 57 years; one daughter, Mrs.
he
whom
to
Pallbearers will be Billy Kinsolving, Randy McClure, Larry
Sexton, Elizabethtown; one son, Mitchell James
Margaret
Ellen
Carson, Kenneth Carson, David Carson and Josh Lovett. Burial
Barkett, Paducah; three grandchildren, Nathan Douglas Sexton
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Elizabethtown, and Christopher
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight and Sara Jeanne Sexton, both of
Lloyd
Paducah.
Barkett,
(Tuesday).
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. at
Mrs. Wisehart, 82, Shawnee, Okla., formerly of Murray, died
Memorial Gardens, Villaridge, Ill. The Rev. J. Patrick
Greenlawn
Sunday, Sept. 19, 2004, at 3:05 a.m. in the Unity North Health
Reynolds will officiate.
Care Center, Shawnee, Okla.
Visitation will be at Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah,
Her husband, Bernice Wisehart, died Feb. 12, 1989. Also pre5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
from
C.W.
ceding her in death were two brothers, Kynois McClure and
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Home
McClure. Born May 5, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the
or Murray
daughter of the late Clarence Fredrick McClure and Hettie Mavis Health Care, 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001,
KY
Murray.
Center,
Alumni
100
Association,
Alumni
State
Vaughn McClure.
42071-3357.
Mrs. Wisehart had been a member of First Baptist Church,

William Frank (Bill) Davis

Murray. since March 5, 1950.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Franklin and
husband, Tom, Murray, and Mrs. Martha Hernandez and husband,
Jesse, Shawnee, Okla.: six grandchildren, T.W. Franklin and wife,
Amy, Martha Morefield and husband, Richard, Julia Franklin and
Clara Franklin, all of Murray. and Christina Hernandez and
Jessica Hernandez, both of Shawnee; four great-grandchildren,
Alora Morefield, Katherine Morefield, Abigail Franklin and
Hannah Franklin, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Sadie Carson
and husband, Daymond, Kirksey, and Mrs. Mary Kinsolving,
Murray; two brothers, Floyd McClure and Blondie McClure and
wife. Frankie, all of Murray.

Austin Morrison
The funeral for Austin Morrison will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Bro. Mike
Richardson, Bro. Dusty Darnell and Bro. Keith Wendling will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ronald Pace, Jack Keating, Don Bert
Gilbert and Steve Kroehler, active; Owen Morrison, Walter

Dream More

Iran turning uranium
into gas, defying U.N.

By GEORGE JAHN
Associated Press Writer
VIENNA, Austria (AP) Defying a key demand set by 35
announced
Iran
nations,
Tuesday it has started converting raw uranium into the gas
needed for enrichment, a
process that can be used to make
nuclear weapons.
Iran's president, Mohammad
Khatami, vowed his country will
press ahead with its nuclear program - which he insisted is
peaceful - even if it means a
rupture with thc 41,N. watchdog
agency and an.,*d to inspections of Iran's inelear facilities.
"We've made our choice: Yes
to peaceful nuclear technology,
no to atomic weapons,"
President Mohammad Khatami
said at a military parade in
Tehran."We will continue along
our path even if it leads to an
end to international supervision."
In Vienna, Iranian Vice
President Reza Aghazadeh said
tests are "going on successfully"
to make uranium hexafluoride
gas, the material that, in the next
stage, is fed into centrifuges for
enrichment.
Of the more than 40 tons of
raw uranium being mined for
conversion, "Some ... has been
used," he told reporters.
His comments, outside the
general conference of the 137nation International Atomic
Energy Agency, were the latest
sign that Iran was ignoring
demands made on the weekend
by the agency's board of governors to suspend all enrichment
and related activities and banish
Mrs. Mary Frances Dunn
international fears the technoloMrs. Mary Frances Dunn, 89, South Sixth Street, Murray, died
gy could be used to make
Monday, Sept. 20, 2004, at 2:13 p.m. at West View Nursing weapons.
Home, Murray.
Iran, which insists it needs
Her husband, J.C. Dunn, five sisters. Mayme Orr, Laurene enrichment to generate power,
Waldrop, Annie Harmon, Louise Scarbrough and Nell Adams, and announced months ago that it
two brothers, Pat Carraway and Leo Carraway, all preceded her in had planned to "test" conversion
death.
techniques.
Born Feb. 25, 1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
before Tuesday's
Even
of the late Lee Carraway and Lula Miller Carraway.
announcement, the large scale of
A homemaker, she was a member of First United Methodist the project - involving more
than 40 tons of raw uranium Church, Murray.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Dortha Carraway, had heightened concerns that
Murray; a brother-in-law, Walden Adams, Cadiz; several nieces Iran is preparing for full uranium conversion at its Isfahan
and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. facility that goes beyond laboraChurchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Murray City tory testing.
Khatami said Iran won't seek
Cemetery. The Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Wednesday. nuclear weapons, regardless of
IAEA supervision.
"I declare to the world that
whether we are under supervision or not, we won't go for
nuclear weapons at all," he said
at a ceremony marking the
anniversary of Iran's 1980-88
war with Iraq. The parade
included an example of Iran's
ballistic missile, the Shahab-3.

which has the capacity to carry
nuclear warheads.
"We won't go for nuclear
weapons not because we fear
others, but because of our
beliefs and principles, because
we oppose nuclear weapons and
consider them a threat to
humanity," he said.
A resolution passed unanimously Saturday by the
board
agency's governing
demanded for the first time that
Iran freeze all work on uranium
enrichment and expressed alarm
at Iranian planned conversion of
the raw uranium.
Suggesting that Iran may
have to answer to the U.N.
Security Council if it defied the
demands, the resolution said the
meeting
in
board
next
would
i'decide
November
whether or not further steps are
appropriate" in ensuring Iran
complies.
The resolution specifically
expressed alarm at Iranian plans
to convert the more than 40 tons
of raw uranium into uranium
hexafluoride.
In his comment Tuesday,
Aghazadeh did not detail the
stage the conversion had
reached, nor the amounts
involved.
But a diplomat familiar with
Iran's conversion activities, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press,
however, that Iran apparently
began in late August and had
stopped at a precursor of uranium hexafluoride - apparently
waiting for a decision from the
leadership to finish the process.
Iran's present suspension of
enrichment falls short of international demands.
It says it is honoring a pledge
not to put uranium hexafluoride
gas into centrifuges, spin it and
make enriched uranium. But the
resolution calls for a stop as well
to related activities, including a
halt to making, assembling and
testing centrifuges, and to producing the uranium hexafluoride.
Iran is not prohibited from
enrichment under its obligations
to the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty. It has for months faced
international pressure to suspend such activities as a goodfaith gesture, but the resolution
went further by actually
demanding a stop to enrichment
and related activities.
While demanding Iran suspend all uranium enrichment
activities, the resolution also
recognized nations' right to the
peaceful use of nuclear energy
- leaving some wiggle room
for the Islamic Republic.
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Calloway County Intragency Engagement
Red Cross Blood Drive
rwill meet on Library Annex
will be at Weaks Cen

ter

Calloway County lntragency meeting will be
Wednesday
at 11:30 a.m. in the annex of Callowa
y County Public
Library instead of the Garden Gate
Cafe as previously
scheduled.
All helping agencies in Murray and Calloway County are invited to attend this
meeting to discuss the needs of the city
and county.
For more information contact Michelle
Hansen or Dottie Kraemer at the Calloway County Family Resource Center at
762-7333.

"Thank you Calloway County Red Cross Blood Donors
for reaching our 633 pint goal.
In the last fiscal year beginning July 1, 2003 and ending
June 30, 2004, we collected
681 pints of whole blood, 48
pints over our goal," said Larry
Doyle, chairman of blood drives
for Calloway County.
The next local Red Cross
Blood Drive will be Wednesday from 2 to 8 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center, 607
Poplar St., Murray.
All blood types are needed.
Doyle said "every day lives
are saved by blood donors who
voluntarily donate their blood
to patients in need of life saving blood. Only voluntarily
given blood may be used for
transfusions."
Blood cannot be manufactured. Doyle said "when an illness or accident occurs, everyone expects blood to be available in the hospital with all
the other supplies; but if the
blood supply runs out, there
are no 24-hour convenience

Clothes Closet to open
Jo's
Datebook

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will
be open on Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon
By Jo Burkeen at the church in Dexter. Linda Young, coordinator, said the closet is in need of clothCommunity
ing for infants through teen age. For inforEditor
mation call Linda Young at 437-4890.

Quartet to be at Glory Bound
The Sugar Creek Quartet, will be featured at Glory Bound
Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Open Mic Time will be during the second
half
of the evening. This is sponsored by Goshen United Methodis
t
Church to provide a neutral atmosphere for Christians of
all
denominations to bring unchurched friends and family to enjoy
weekly entertainment. The public is invited. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7538124, or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Oliver and Owen

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Oliver of Murray announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Rose
Oliver, to Jonathan Martin Owen, son of the late Danny and
Murray location of Shared Care, South 16th Street by West Regina Owen of Paris, Tenn.
Miss Oliver is the granddaughter of Richard and Elizabeth
View Nursing Honie, will host an "Old Fashioned Apple Cider
Social" on Wednesday from 1 t o 3 p.m. Oneida White will Oliver of Murray, Sara Jane Oliver of Murray. and Roy and
provide music, refreshments will be served and door prizes Grace Mason of Dexter.
Mr. Owen is the grandson of the late John and Jean Owen
will be given. The public is invited.
and of Jim and Patricia Willoughby.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2003 graduate of Nestle Beauty School. She is
klealth Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will employed by Panache and Company of Paris.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Henry County High
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings
at its stops on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 School. He is employed by Mohan Int. of Paris.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 2, 2004, at 5 p.m. at
to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray.
Pine Creek Resort, Lynn Grove.
A reception will follow at the resort.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The Center for Health & Wellness and Dr. Craig Dowdy,
vascular/general surgeon at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
will offer free screenings to the community for carotid artery
disease and abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) on Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information or to schedule
an appointment call 762-1832.
Murray State University is currently taking registrations for
two introductory computer class's to be offered for senior citizens.
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
There are no fees or costs involved. The classes are open
private dinning room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospito Kentucky residents that are 65 and older and have a high
tal. This is for all parents who have lost a child or young
school diploma or equivalent.
adult through death. For more information' call Chaplain Kerry
The classes are designed for beginners with little or no
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.
computer experience.
From simple keyboarding and mouse skills to surfing the
net for stock quotes or genealogy, and communicating with
friends and family via e-mail, the course will help participants
Members of Alpha ,Department of the Murray Woman's
overcome their hesitancy to learn how to use a computer.
Club will be at the club house to collect histories of famiRegistration for the class is fast and easy.
lies, businesses, churches and communities, including those
Those interested may choose from two sections. The rust
that no longer are in existence Thursday from 11 a.m. to 2
section will meet Tuesdays and Wednesdays from Oct. 19 to
p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. This material will be used in the book,
Nov. -23 from 10 to 11:30 a.m. The second section will meet
"The Calloway County Family History," to be published soon. .on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
from Oct. 19 to Nov. n, from
Histories may be mailed to Calloway County Family History.
1 to 2:30 p.m.
P.O. Box 685, Murray, KY 42071. For information call 759Both sections will meet at the Career Discovery Center,
4938 or 753-2350.
located in the old Woodcrafters building on Highway 641
North. Murray. Space in the class is limited.
For more information, or to register, call 762-3662.
Chapter No. 50 of Disabled American Veterans will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the American Legion Hall.

Shared Care open house Wednesday

Health Express lists stops

1
a

Free screenings will be Thursday

Free computer classes
open for senior citizens

Compassionate Friends will meet

Alpha members collecting book material

DAV Chapter will meet Thursday

Women's Ministry meeting Thursday
Women's Ministry of First Baptist Church will have a "Java
& Journey" program meeting on Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the church chapel. All women are invited.

Magazine Club will meet Thursday
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Dumplin's with Blanche Titsworth as hostess.

"You can never
go home again,
but the truth is
you can never
leave home, so
it's all right."

‘.

Fibromyalgia Support
Group meeting scheduled
PARIS, Tenn. — The Henry
County Fibromyalgia Support
Group will meet Monday, Sept.
27, at 7 p.m. at the Henry
County Medical Centers Tower
Section, ground floor, classroom
4, Tyson Ave., Paris.
The meetings, held the second and fourth Mondays of
each month, are open to the
surrounding counties in Tennessee, as well as Calloway
County in Kentucky. Family
members are urged to attend,
as show of support, and to
become educated of the effects
of this debilitating disease
The program, slated for the
upcoming meeting, will focus
on how to effectively receive
understanding, pertaining to this
disease, from family, friends,
the public in general, as well
as from those in the medical
field.
"Many have yet to accept
and admit that fibromyalgia is
indeed a disease, not a figment
of imagination. Physicians which
are not specialized in the field
of rheumatology, often do not
have a clue as to the symptoms or treatment of fibromyalgia," said Carol Douglas, leader
of the Henry County Group.
The purpose of the group is
to extend support and understanding to its members and to
share knowledge. One can not
truly understand this disease,
unless they personally have to
endure the debilitating effects
on a daily basis, Douglas added.

k

There will also be a round
table discussion and literature
will be dispensed. The group
occasionally has guest speakers
from different fields, such as
occupational therapy, clinical
therapists, et. Future speakers
will include physical therapists,
massage therapists, nutritionists,
etc.
For more information contact Douglas at 1-731-642-6212
or correspondence may be
mailed to Ms. Douglas at 1303
Brentwood St., Paris, TN 38242.
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stores to provide the blood,"
Maintaining the blood supply is a community responsibility that is crucial and entirely dependent upon voluntary
donors. Less then 6 percent of
all healthy, eligible people in
this community donate blood
on a regular basis, Doyle added.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old, not have given
blood in the last 56 days and
show acceptable identification
such as driver's license or Red
Cross blood donor card.
A health review will be conducted by Red Cross staff to
determine eligibility to give
blood.
Refreshments will be served,
Titans T-shirts will be given
away, and donors may register for a drawing of Titans
football tickets.
"There is no upper age limit.
If diabetes or high blood pressure is under control you are
eligible to donate blood.Together we can save lives," Doyle
said.
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SE ts critique writing
SPONstu
PEER RE
den
Elementary

POP QUIZ
Which popular soft
drink was invented at
"The Old Corner
Drug Store" in
Waco, Texas?

Southwest

SWES. "The whole objeective
By JOHN WRIGHT
is not to make a writer feel
Staff Writer
morning, bad. Comments you'll hear
Tuesday
Calloway will be like, 'I was wondering
Southwest
fourth if...' or, 'Maybe you could try
School
Elementary
graders Megan Harper and this...' You try to keep a
Rachel Ross got a chance to writer's confidence, and it's
impress their classmates, on always best to start off with
positives.
short notice.
"But we also believe in the
Their teachers had
selected them to have idea of, if you're going to do
their versions of a writ- something, then do it right."
The timing for Tuesday's
ing assignment entitled
"I'm From..." critiqued visit probably could not have
by four students from been better for SWES' stuCalloway County Middle dents. KERA also requires
School who definitely seem portfolio work from fourth
to know a thing or two about graders, and those at SWES
this subject, being that all had are in the midst of preparing
finished either first or second for such ventures.
"What is good, though, is
in last year's Kentucky
fourth and seventh grades
that
English
of
Council of Teachers
competition. So, with nerves basically parallel to each other
jumping and while in full when it, comes to content.
view of all their classmates There is a lot of writing, only
at SWES' multi-purpose the actual subject matter is difroom, they read their works, ferent," said Crider.
Before Harper and Ross
then waited for the results,
in the style of the smash performed, each member of
television series American the CCMS group read cine of
their works aloud, then spent
Idol.
Only this was a version of time analyzing each other's
work as a demonstration of
Idol with a smile.
"That's just what I was how to do a peer response.
thinking," said SWES teacher Afterward, a question-andGina Crider as the seventh answer session between the
graders gave their views, visitors their younger counterwhich did not involve parts was conducted, where
negative comments, just terms like $5 words and virtucalmly-expressed ideas on al words, both Of which were
frequently heard during the
how they could improve.
demonstration, were disidea
main
the
And that is
to the peer response program cussed.
And while the subjects
at CCMS, which groups studiscussed included
to
being
together
work
dents who
help one another strengthen words perhaps a bit out of
their writing skills as part of reach for a fourth grader, those
their portfolios that are due at in attendance seemed to mainthe end of their seventh-grade tain attention well. That
Yvonna
teacher
years. That is stipulated under pleased
Education Hooper.
Kentucky
the
"I can tell (students) what
Reform Act of the early
they need to do, but it's much
1990s.
"It gives.you a sense of more effective when they see
pride when it's done that other students actually doing
way. Even with my weaker it, especially those that are
writers, you can see how really good at it, and they'll
they want to improve," learn from this," she said, notsaid Kimberly Barrett, ing that her students will
who accompanied students someday be at CCMS and
• Emily Ashby, Paige Rogers experiencing the same kind of
,
and SWES alums Claira training as Tuesday's visitors.
"And they push you out
Ainscough and Brandon Orr to
Tuesday's demonstration at there, too," said On in recog-

Which popular soft
drink was invented
by pharmacist John
Pemberton?
What was the original
name of "Dr Pepper"?
Did the Coca-Cola
Company ever produce an elixer
which contained
cocaine, caffeine,
and alcohol?
Which popular soft
drink inspired
the made-for-TV
movie "The
Steeler and the
Pittsburgh Kid"?
What is the CocaCola bottle modeled
after?
What was the original
name for Coca-Cola?
When was CocaCola first sold in
cans?
A. 1942
B. 1952
C. 1960
D. 1970
At current rates,
about how long
does it take to
sell a billion gallons of CocaCola worldwide?
A. one day
B. two weeks
C. five months .
D. seven months
True or False —You
can reduce the spray
from a shaken can
of soda pop by
tapping in several
times on the top
with a metal
object such as a
spoon, key, or
finger-ring?

at Southwest
Elementary School have
their writings critiqued by
their peers. Those selected
to critique the writing were
first and second place winners in teh Kentucky
Council of Teachers of
English competition.
nition of Barrett and fellow
teachers Jeanetta McCallon
Jennifer Dunnaway.
and
"You're usually doing something every day...a poem, writshort
own
your
ing
story...something. From that.
though, you learn to become a
better writer."
In last 'year's contest.
Ainscough and Rogers took second in poetry and short story,
respectively, while Orr took
first in speech writing. Ashby
took first in poetry as well, but
her plight drew a oohs and aahs
when Barrett mentioned that her
piece, despite being good
enough to win a state contest, is
still being retooled.
"That is because writing is
never done," Barrett said.

gram
7 CCMS students chosen to participate in Duke pro
Crass, Kyle Crittendon,
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Calloway County Middle School
had 47 seventh grade students chosen
to particiapte in the puke Talent
Identification Program (TIP). The
Duke 'talent Program is a nationwide
program that honors 7th graders who
have scored exceptionally well on one
or more categories of standardized testing. Students participating in the program will receive the opportunity to
take the ACT Assessment college
entrance examination. However, this is
not done for the purpose of college
acceptance. This experience provides an
excellent opportunity for highly-able
students to pursue an out-of-level testing experience and qualify for state and

national recognition and honors.
Several Calloway County Middle
School 7th graders who took the ACT
exam through the Talent Identification
Program last year performed better than
the average high-school student who
takes the test.
• If these students should take the test
later on in high school for the purpose
of acceptance into college, they will
already have the experience of having
taken it once, which should be beneficial. They may also receive state
and/or national honors and be invited to
an awards ceremony.
This program recognizes highacheiving 7th graders by providing an

New
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at...
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cREATIVIE
ARTS & CRAFT'S
Art & Craft Supply Shop
2539 E. Wood St.• Paris, Tenn.
(Odom's Lakeway Village Shopping Center)
731-641-9900
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Ciabe list &
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...more to come!
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More New Items By Local Artists — Their Works Make Great Gittsli

opportunity for them to pursue an
above-level testing experience, recognize their academic abilities, compare
results with other academically able
youth, learn more about educational
opportunities and options for the future,
and receive recognition of outstanding
acheivements. The students will take
the ACT Assessment college entrance
examination this December. The
Calloway County Board of Education
payspays the fees for these students who
qualify and wish to participate.
The following students were selected
to participate: Erica Berhow, Nick
Calhoon, Ariana Cantrell, Tyler Carson,
Tiffany Clayton, Shelby Cook, Cohen

Cossey, Karson
James Dale, Jake Darnell, Rachel
Dawson, Brittnee Deitz, Jeremy
Driskill, Devin Edwards, Zachary
Enoch, Joseph Erwin, Teela Etheridge,
Whitney Gardner, Justin Gilbert, Hailee
Green, Josh Humphreys, Tara Jakaub;
Nathan Kelso, Ali Love, Leanne Luther,
Jared Manners, Alysha Marvin,
Catherine Miller, Kelsey Oliver, Laura
Orduna, Austin Ramsey, Takina Scott,
Andrew Schroader, Kevin Shelton ,
Josh Sims, Kaleigh Stamer, Janie
Stenberg, Robert Stephenson, Tonya
Swift, Kayla Todd, Erin Towery, Sarah
Veit), Jesse Verive, Sarah Whalen,
Justin Wolfe, and Jane Yu.

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
Specializing
in Martial
Arts After
School
Programs!
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MSU grad, fiancee
pick wedding site
The votes are in. Robert
"Buddy" Butler and Nikki
Hensley, The Today Show couple chosen for an all-expense
paid wedding by NBC, will travel to Cap Juluca, for their wedding day on Nov. 19.
A private self-contained
enclave in the Caribbean on the
island of Anguilla in the British
West Indies has been chosen as
the wedding site for Butler, a
2000 Murray State University
graduate from Madisonville,
Ky.. and Hensley, a Lexington,
Ky., resident.
Butler, who is stationed at Ft.
Knox, Ky., and Hensley, a
receptionist for a medical firm in
Lexington, were selected by
viewers, including numerous
MSU alumni and friends, voting
on the MSU and MSNBC websites.

For the fifth year in a row
The Today Show is hosting this
special series to help people
learn how to plan a wedding.
This year's series offers a new
twist from the previous ones - a
destination
wedding.
Throughout the 12-week long
series, Today Show guests will
offer helpful advice and guide
viewers through the entire
process of planning a wedding
that will occur in November.
During the remaining weeks, the
public will be able to select wedding plans for the couple including their attire and flowers and
the honeymoon destination.
Butler, who has adopted the
nickname
"Corporal
Hollywood" in Ft. Knox from
the men in his unit because of
his frequent appearances on television, and Hensley are usually
only able to see each other on
weekends. After being selected
as the winning couple, they now
have a weekly Tuesday date.
After
their
flight
from
Lexington into New York City,
they are greeted by an NBC
chauffer-driven limousine that
takes them to The Essex House
with a complete itinerary of
events planned by NBC. The
itinerary includes Tuesday
events prior to their Wednesday
morning appearance on The
Today Show to hear the weekly
decision regarding their wedding plans. "This week when we
arrived, we checked In our hotel
at 5:20 and had a 5:30 dinner
reservation at The Sea Grille
Restaurant in
Rockefeller
Plaza," Butler said.
Butler said the restaurant was
enclosed with glass windows
that overlooked the plaza's skating rink. "We are having a great
time with this whole thing. It's
like a fairy tale."

Butler, who played for the
MSU Racers, said ever since he
has met Nikki their whole relationship has been great. "The
only problem we had reached in
our relationship was planning
our wedding. Choosing a date
and selecting the right location
was a challenge with both of us
being from two different towns
and then, of course, the funds
were a big issue. Now, all of this
has been taken care of for us and
we are enjoying the whole planning part of it, because it is
being done for us."
A Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus,
Butler said having a wedding
planned and paid for is great
news. "I don't want to leave this
one spot that I am standing in - it
is unreal, all of the things that
are happening to us."
Since Butler and Hensley
were chosen, their future plans
have taken on a new urgency.
"We knew all along that whether
or not we were chosen, we were
getting married," Butler said.
"Now with the wedding so close
we are trying to find a house in
Lexington. Originally I was
going to begin the Police
Academy in Lexington in
March, but now it is February."
Butler's mother who resides
in Madisonville, Ky., said
because of the time difference
she had asked Buddy's uncle to
call them and let them know
which spot was chosen for the
wedding."Of course, I still went
to a hotel that is located near
where I work to watch the show,
even though I already knew
which spot they were going to
announce."
Debbie said she is somewhat
concerned about the location
with the major hurricanes that
are brewing in the Caribbean. "I
hope something is left there after
all the storms hit that area."
Butler said he believed that
by Nov. 19 the seas would be
calm again."We are just grateful
for everything The Today Show,
Murray State University, and all
our friends and family are doing
for us," he said. "I know NBC
wouldn't make a decision that
would put their news staff or us
in harm's way."
The next choice is the couple's wedding bands. Viewers
have the choice between four
selections: Penny Preville. Fred
Leighton, Neil Lane, and
Tiffany and Co.
To vote for this week's
choice,
visit
www.murraystate.edu.
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Good Morning America I
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The View (N)X
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Ellen Show
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• Design Service Available
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Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

7 Good Morning
Mr
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Good Morning America X
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Good Day Live I

The Price is Right Young-Restless

Littles

Under-
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Nap
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Lite
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Feed
Inspir-

Shrinks Barney

Sesame Street X
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Tale-

lik
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Belay- [Living

Theta

Porkers Dhenne Spin

SportsCerter I

SportsCenter X
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SportsCented

Cold Pizzo (In Stereo)I
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The Pretended

Charmed X

Peep

Baby

LIFE

30 52 31 31 Fit UM

USA

32 51 49 5 Texas Ranger
Movie:* litniandar Endgame"(2000) Nash Bridges I
34 58 29 ‘111evie: Shepherd of the Hits Movie: **lir The Tall Men"(1955)Citut Gable.
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HI-5 X

Bus

Workout Laveme Design- Golden

ER -Chicago Heat" ER (In Stereo)I

Nanny

Golden [Nanny

Nanny
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HGTV
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Garden- SoluTiPicai Quilts Duvall

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid
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VMS

52 26 21 13 Saved-

Saved- pewit *Ii load Fount:F(19MS
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65 32 50

Poka

Yu GI
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Grim

Paid

Paid

Paid

pads:** listen o1 Troy"(2003)1M
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Two

World-Poker
Cribs _ICrIbe

[Cribs

Wedding ISac

36 53 36 2 Spider

EXPN 2Day IN)
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World-PON

Baby
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Reading Clifford Dragon GED
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News-Lehrer
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Ripley
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Mucha
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ESPN

NFL

World Series of Poker
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SportsCenter X

ESPN2
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NFL

NBA

Dreg Racing

X Games X
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Cribs
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Cribs

Cribs
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Feud
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X GamesI
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lifL8 Baseball X
MLB Baseball X

Ciyaose or Lose

Direct Effect

TNT

Law & Order X
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Judging Amy X
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Law & Order 1

TLC
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Baby
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_Baby
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AKE
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Third Watch X

FAN
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7th Heaven X
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Spider

Lazy-

WISS
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Ton FREE 888-246-4093

Divorce News

Reading [Cyber-
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MTV

The View (II) X

Mho(

INSP

Truths
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Lions
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Y&R

News X

Seamans* X

Caillou

The Early Show (In Stereo) X

SPIKE
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Martha Slower
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WGN
16 38 9 10 Chang- Belie*
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The Early Show I Moiler Millems X The Price is Right News

Todey (In Stereo) X

it/KW-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur

It's Football Time...
Don't Miss A Thing!
wrvE GOT ALL YOUR

EDGER

1

WO1V-UPI10 17 11 30 Paid

BEEN TOLD "NO"BY OTHERS?
GIVE US A CALL OR
COME BY OUR OFFICE!

11:00 1 11:30
Judy

13381•For

Known throughout the nation
as one of today's top comedy
club draws, Larry the Cable Guy
will perform his hilariously
funny "Git-R-Done!" show in
the Regional Special Events
Center on the campus of Murray
State University, Sunday at 8
p.m.
Born and raised on a pig farm
in Nebraska, Larry began his
career as a comic on a dare in
1986 after his family moved to
West Palm Beach, Florida. He
was immediately hooked and
two years later hit the road to
wow comedy club crowds with
his high energy, one-liner style
of stand up. Soon came regular
appearances on "Evening at The
Improv." "Comic Strip Live,"
Comedy Central. MTV and
Showtime.
In 1992. Larry, the Cable
Guy burst onto the scene as a
character on a highly rated
Tampa morning radio show and
was subsequently syndicated
into Orlando. Today his wacky.
outrageous and topical commentaries are carried daily in 35
markets on rock radio and he is
featured on Jeff Foxworthy's
Country Countdown Show on
an additional 150 stations.
Larry has performed with
Jeff Foxworthy and Bill Engvall
on the Blue Collar Comedy Tour
since 2000. Comedian Ron
White also has since joined the
act. Popularity of the foursome
has continued to explode with
the production of "Blue Collar
TV," shown several times weekly on the WB and Comedy
Central stations. A second video,
Blue Collar Rides Again, is due
to be released in December.
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9:00 I 9:30

The View (N) X
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Friends Friends Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
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. Seinfekl Jimmy Kimmel Live
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The Tonight Show X Late Night (In Stereo) Last Call
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Feed
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Lapel Nike
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PersonMe
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Lost And Found
Help Wanted
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Notice

Help Wanted

HAND-PATTED
o
rozen? Hand patted
Sandra D's 94 East
293-3816
Lagniappe
Nursery
Closing
Business
Gifts,
Fountains
Statuary, sailing at
cost 1/2 price perennials 1st come (270)
759-0690

NOW taking applica
ions for day & nigh
shift. Apply in person
Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
showcase space available Sell your items in
only
Hazel
KY
$30 00,Mo Charlie's
Antique Mall 270-4928175

PAINTERS
Wanted'
Local painting contractor is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs experience
Please call (270)7536895 leave message
No walk-in applications
accepted
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

050
Lost and Found
LOST: 12" Parrot,
Orange. Yellow and
Green, lost North 20th
vicinity. If found please
call 761-2743

Check us out
on the Web!

Help Wanted

has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
oriented with food
service experience
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.
CHRISTIAN Daycare is
accepting application
for
teachers.
Experience in childcare
is a plus. Please apply
Higher
at
Praise
Learning Center 5623
Hwy 641N, Murray, KY
(270)753-2777
ONIMINIMINININNONNIN

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
IMMINNON10041144••••

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda 759-9553.
MATURE person to
watch 3 children in my
home. Evenings &
weekends.
some
Duties include homesupervising
work,
chores, dinner, and
bedtime.
regulating
Must have transportation. Call 270-762-0137
NANNY needed. At
$700/wk immediately in
Murray. Must love children. Call 404-2282105
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
baths,
etc.
kit,
Experienced.
4365914, Valene
Computers

Now Hiring
Servers & Hostesses
Day Shift Only
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.

WVAVAIITayledgef.COM
060

090
Domestic & Childcare

FREE
TAX SCHOOL
Earn extra income
after taking course.
Flexible schedules.
Register now!
Courses start soon.
Call 270-767-9281
(Small fee for books)
TN Licensed R.N. for
full time position at
Nursing
Puryear
Home. Flexible hours,
home like atmosphere.
Sign on bonus for perfect applicant. Ask for
Anita. 731-247-3205.
EOE
TOM'S Grille now hiring for daytime servers
and cashier, nighttime
salad prep and cook.
Apply in person at
1501 N. 12th St. 7534521
070
' Position Wanted

TEACHER of the year
recipient will tutor students grades 1-8.
Certified in all subjects
$20 per hour. Lori
Vaughn-Powell. 7539206

Flourishing Murray medical practice currently
seeking Nurse Practitioner and Physician's
Assistant on a full or part-time basis. We offer
package.
benefits
comprehensive
a
Experience preferred but not required.
Respond today! Forward qualifications to: P.O.
Box 1040-N, Murray, KY 42071

WAREHOUSE OPENING
Heavy lifting required. Starting pay
$8.00 per hour, full-time. Benefits
include medical, 401K, etc.
Apply in person 9:00-4:00 p.m.
RUDOLPH TIRE
2021 Rob Mason Rd.
753-0686 Ext. 120
Equal Opportunity Employer
Pre-Employneint Screening,

Drys Test. Bedterovnti

Phlebotomist Part-Time
Part-time (8AM-Noon, M-Thi Phlebotomist
needed for physicians office located in Murray,
KY. Draws and collects blood samples from
patients. verifies records and prepares specimens
for laboratory analysis. High school diploma or
equivalent, 1-2 years of related experience. and
superior customer service skills required. Email
or fax resume and salary requirements to Human
Email:
Resources, Fax: 615.234.3741,
1-iReOpalligroup.corg. Please visit our website at
www.patMgroup.com for more information
about our company.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans. Key Auto Parts,
753-5562
CASH paid for used
Dish network equipment. Will pick up. Toll
free 1-888-569-2812
JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 753-7439
NEED cash? We will
buy used jewelry or you
may put in our consignment case. Cash paid
for all purchases. The
Tropics Tanning. 7534299. 901 Coldwater
Road. Ask for Pat.
Hours 8-4 MondayFriday.
NEED several issues:
People magazine, July
12, 2004. 753-4161
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners. doors, and
storm windows 7534109
150
Articles
For Sale
behind
2
spaces
"'Woman at the Well" in
Memorial
Murray
Garden $550 each
Call 753-8619
ATTENTION
Handicapped! Green
cloth lift chair less than
2 years old: $350.
Shower
bench,
portable potty, commode chair, quad-cane
priced to sell. 753-5975
CARPET + Service.
Need floor covering at
wholesale prices with
installation?
expert
Check out our warehouse stock and our
samples of carpet, tile,
vinyl, and hardwood,
and laminate before
you buy. 34 years
experience in sales
and service. Call 270251-0646. 51 Keystone
Dr., Mayfield,KY
lever
LEFT
hand
Savage 308 with scope
$160 Please call after
3pm 527-3605
MOTORIZED scooter
$500 753-3667

320
Apirtialatte For Rent

150
ArtICIN
For Bak
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale 489-2436, if no
answer leave message.
165
Antiques
CASH PAID FOR
ESTATES &
ANTIQUES 270-2512005

1989 14x60 Clayton
2Bc1/113th $5,500 7536185
CUSTOM build your
dream home today or
choose one from our
show models in stock,
Southern Homes at
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris. 1-800-533-3568.
DOUBLE-WIDE mobile
home:
MUST MOVE
•Stove & refrigerator
stay
.Great for extra office
or mother-in-law
-Hide out for hunting
retreat
*Nice attatched cover
& porch
Call 527-2255 or 2520355
Ask for Greg or Bonnie
FOR sale by owner,
1993 Fleetwood 16x80
3 bedroom 2 bath with
garden tub in master
bedroom. All electric
chain link fence, 1
block
from
East
Elementary School 397
White Oak Dr. 3/4 acre
lot with 2 septics. Call
753-9629
JUST IN NEW DOUBLEWIDE: 8 ft flat
ceilings, 2x6 walls, plywood floors, 36 inch
doors and much more,
residential.
very
loaded. $39,999.00.
731-642-6438
LOWEST DOWN PAYEVER!!!
MENTS
Repos
$1,000.00
reduction, new homes
as low as $0 down, call
to see if you qualify.
731-642-6447
NICE 1 bedroom with
stove,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, central heat
Owner moving trailer
must be moved. We
will pay for move.
W501 Please call
270-210-6408
PREOWNED 14x80,
2BR, 2 Bath, Vinyl &
shingle roof, great floor
plan. $15,900. Other
floor plans available.
Keith Baker Homes 1800-533-5368
TRAILER & contents
for sale
Must be
moved, make offer.
Cell 330-3564, home
502-227-4409
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
1.5 bedrooms fur
rushed. 8 mi. north.
$235 + deposit. 7538582
1996 2BR 1BA 14x56
C/H/A. Ready to move
in. $350/month. 4374465
28R appliances furnished 3 miles in coun
ty. 753-7313
3BR, 1-1/2 bath mobile
home in country, appliances included. $350 +
deposit. 474-9866

SERVALL
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Requirements: good phone skills & public
relations, familiar with computers, bookkeeping & accounting experience helpful.
Benefits Include: Health Insurance, 401K,
Paid Holiday & Vacation.

Apply in person
1604 St. Rt.
121 North
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

3BR. $295. 753-6012
CLEAN 16x80 $350
per month plus deposit.
492-8488
mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent.
No pets. 753-9866
RENT w/terms and furnished option, year
round BOAT LAUNCH
3 min, VERY CLEAN,
new deck PLUS ... New
Concord. (270)4362805

COMMERCIAL space
512 South 4th Street in
Murray. 60'x60' warehouse and cleanup
office
space
with
included. Call 7533724

1 & 2BR apts. available
for immediate occupancy. Please call 7538221.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1 Room eff. part utilities
paid.
$175/mo.
+deposit. 753-2934.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR furnished or unfurnished, low utilities.
No pets. $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR upstairs apartment, appliances furnished. 753-7313
1BR, 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 7598780 ext 236
1BR, carport, W/D
hookup, clean, no pets
$335/month 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR partially fumished
duplex,5 minutes north
Murray.
$250
of
deposit, $325 rent.
489-2918, 293-3761
28R, 1BA $290. 1102
Pogue. 753-3415
3 room apt., 2 are combos w/ stove, ref, washer & dryer, $425 per
mo. Security deposits
required. 1 yr. lease.
Total 648 sq. ft. 5279230.
3, 4, 5, bedroom
house. 1, 2, 3 apts.
753-1252 or 753-0606
FOR Rent: 2 bedroom
duplex. $375. 7591498.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month.One bedroom $330/month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
LARGE attractive 1-BR
near MSU, appliances
furnished. $280/mo &
deposit 753-7953
LARGE, very nice 1BR,
all, appliances. 270759-5885 or 270-2937085
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
7534221
NICE 2BR dupiex, no
pets 753-7457 or 4366357
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

CLEAN room for rent
wifull house privileges
64" Big Screen TV, w/d
surround sound, cobo
TV in room. Off stree
parking. 767-0421
ROOM for rent. 7530169

2BR house, centra
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets. 753-2259, 5278174. $550 a month, 1
month deposit
2BR, 'IBA, AC, 98
Nighthawk Dr. 42071.
$560. 1-270-707-9344
2BR, 1BA, large yard.
$380/month 767-0433
3BR, 1BA home in
Puryear,TN for rent.
$450
per
month.
References required.
Call for an appointment. 270-362-9729
NEWLY REMODELED
3BR, 28A, 207 N
Cherry, discount if paid
early, deposit required
plus 1st month's rent.
$500 month, 489-2515
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

CONVENIENT
food
mart with deli. Very reasonably priced. Will
consider owner financing or lease with option.
Call 767-0493
WELL stocked hardware store for sale in
Hickman, KY Call
(270)236-2242,
( 2 7 0 )2 3 6 - 3 3 9 3
evenings. www.gannonshardwarecom
commerical prop. for ment
1,500 sq. ft. shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street.
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see,
M-F 7.30AM - 5:00PM
13,000 sq/ft office
space on Andrus Drive,
extra nice. Call 7591503 293-1541, Ask for
Sam.
Pets & Supplies
German
AKC
Shepherd
pups,
German
bloodlines,
black & tan, shots and
wormed. $180 270705-4280
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHELTIE puppies AKC
sable and while Phone
no. 270-354-8211

Uramilodt & Supplies
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582,
(night) 759-4718

PARKING LOT
SALE
Sept. 23, 2004
7 a.m. till 6 p.m.
6145 Symsonia
Hwy.
Old West Marshall
High School
Several office
desks, file cabinets
& more

1

111,0omes For Sala

0 Down Program
(100% Financing)
Baker
Keith
Call
Homes today and let's
get you ready for your
new home. 1-731-6440013
1501 Kirkwood Dr.,
2,000 sq. ft. 3BR, 2BA,
living room w/ fire
place, kitchen w/ dining
area, den w/ fireplace.
New heat/AC, new carpet. 270-293-5117
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, 3/2, available
Dec. 1st, $130,000.
753-0090, 293-5894
3BR, IBA brick ranch,
near campus, updated
bathroom,
attached
garage, nice yard,
shed, $69,900 Call
(270)753-2283
or
(303)410-9148
3BR,2BA approx 1,900
ft.
Tr -level,
on
Brookhaven
Drive.
$130,000. 759-4300

4BR, 3.5 bath, executive home by golf
course, 4,850 sq.ft.
Large family room,
recreation room with
pool table, in ground
pool, appraised at
$275,000+ will sell for
$255,000 until 10/1/04
prior to listing with
Realtor.
20,000+
instant equity. Call 7533930
FOR sale by owner,
new 2004 still under
construction 5,000 sq.
foot home. 3 bedroom,
2-1/2 bath, dining
room, laundry room,
large kitchen & living
room. Over 2,200 sq. ft.
of open space with
ceilings
vaulted
upstairs. 2 miles south
of Murray, quiet neighborhood, city water,
lots of trees. 293-7775
or 492-6132
LAND
Home
Packages Available.
Let our land home specialist help you find
your dream
home
package.
We
sell
homes in TN and KY.
Call today for details at
1-731-644-0012
MOVING- must sell:
2,800 sq ft. home in
Southwest Villa, 4 bedrooms- 3.5 baths.
$178,500. Call 7530539.
SPEC homes
hornet!!
Awesome
Ready to move into.
Set-up on land. Call
today. 731-644-0012
VINTAGE
home.
Riverwood Road. living
room, dining room, formal library, great room,
4/2-1/2, laundry, double garage, 9' ceilings,
crown molding, many
custom extras, Italian
slate and hard wood
by
Shown
floors.
appointment
7530090, 293-5894
Artwar.

•

Imr•

Units Available
+Now Have Climate Control
'All Size

753-3853
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murra.s, KY 42071

270-753-8556
1-800-545-1833
- Ext. 283
TDD
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
460
Homes For Sale
TO settle estate - 909
Pogue Ave. 2E3d brick
with garage and fireplace. Large lot on
street.
deadend
Fenced' in backyard.
Central H/A, Priced at
270-753$69,500.
8124 or 270-210-5110

HONDA motorcycles
(2) 50's and CT70
XR80 and go cart 474
8682

Used Trucks
1999 Nissan Frontie
king cab, A/C, ABS
brakes, alloy wheels,
bed liner. 53.6K miles.
$7,400 OBO. (270)
761-3325, (270)7591752
610
Campers
02 Viking pop up
camper. Pull out side
dining/sleeping area.
Excellent
condition.
$5,500 080. 437-4066
520
Boats & Mc4ors

1992 Kawasaki 750
Vulcan approx. 15,500
miles.
$2.500.00.
(270)527-6918

24h. Bayliner Cabin
Cruiser. $13,200. 270527-1949

Blazer.
86 Chevy
126K. 293-6989

436-2867 Joe's Mowe
Repair.Free
pick
up/delivery.

442 Wells Purdom Dr.
3BR, 2BA, 3/4 acre lot
$96,500 Call 759-0119

Werw nttUrrevleid9.r.c.ont
•

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

I'm

Used Cars
1997 Grand Prix GT, 4
door, loaded, leather,
nice. 978-1107
93 Ford Crown Victoria
LX 144K mi, good condition,
reduced.
$2,500. 759-3484

Vans
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C, 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442

Used Trucks
1981 Chevrolet short
bed V-8, auto $2900
762-0540

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ABLE hauling. Clean
up garages, junk. We
haul almost anything.
753-7439
AFFORDABLE
work removal
2867

tree
436-

ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE. Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair. Access
risers installed. 7535933. 1-877-335-1500

CAMPBELL REALTY
Introduces
Property Management
Tired of handling your rental properties
alone? Campbell Realty now has a professional management group to handle all
your property management needs. Have
you come to the realization that managing
your rental properties is a lot harder than
you thought? Let us take the burden. Call
today! 759-8780

FOR SALE
3,000+ sq. ft. house with 3+ acres 5 miles
SW of Murray - 3823 Wiswell Rd. 2 car
garage, workshop, fireplace, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, bonus room, appliances, deck &
much more. $190,000. Call 753-4108

,
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STM CONSTRUCTION
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
ALL TYPES
ADDITIONS, REMODELS,
ROOFING, SIDING

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured 4892839.
GARDEN of Eden
Lawn Care Complete
lawn care, mowing,
tnmming, leaf removal,
gutters cleaned 4892689
Hudson
LAYTON
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work.
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt'7"
753-5827

Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668
MOWING, trimming,
mulching, painting, odd
jobs, cleaning 7670533
Electric,
NORMAN
LLC Residential and
Commencal Electrical
Service 16 yrs exp.
e
30 years experienc
Licensed and Insured.
(270)247-2312
All work guaranteed
PAYTON Lawn Care.
estimates.
FREE
Cell
Roby Autry
fertilizing,
Mowing,
5
731-234-687
7
270-767-959
landscaping, leaf rak731-586-4496
ing, light backhoe work.
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7917
Right.
&
QUICK
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs.
We build, repair,
(270)761-2559
and refinish.
S
SYSTEM
SEPTIC
INSTALLATION. And
e.WIM
•••• ,
s repair, pumping, field
replacement,
line
- 11220 Hopkins
washer beds installed
bevel
gravel
Excavating,
Road e Murray
driveways and parking
4753-0249
lots installed. BRENT
%t
L LEN
A
•piett OP S. DELIVERY PROVIDED' SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

60 Years Experience
IAIKE 978-0111 or TIM 436-2632

AUTRY ROOFING

www.frotterswoodshop.com

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots &
David Borders
1270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

Roofing Meta
We now manufacture. Buy di

Order by 11 am. &
pia up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in st
#1 xi, #2 available in most

Call Metal Mall
l-800-909-9064 • 270-247-

'Murray Siding
8r Window Co.
* Vinyl Siding
* Replacement 11,inclows
It Metal& Shingle Roofing
* Beautiful Sunrooms iSt
Screen Room

*Garages
* Barns
* Exterior Restoration
Services
*Licensed St Insured

Corey Huie 270-293-9858

Services Offered
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
Tony Travis. Owner
•Dnveways
•Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE 8 TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
Concrete
Finishing. Driveways.
Sidewalks, Patios. etc
759-3229
DAVE'S small tree,
bush trinvrings 8 gutter cleaning. Call Dave
(270)395-9915
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530
Services Offered
D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
*mulching
•fertilization/overseeding
*welding
-trimming
*pressure washing
*parking lot sweeping
•leaf mulching
435-4431
Danny
PAINTING,
Robinson. quality work.
reasonable prices. Call
767-9659, leave messsag
Carpet
ENGER
Binding since 1991
270-436-2347 or 270293-6775

By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
When cable channel HBO
tried to woo the Emmy Awards
away two years ago, the networks fought back and won.
Network executives could
be rethinking the victory in
light of the poor ratings posted
ceremony,
Sunday's
by
watched by the smallest audience since 1990.
Adding insult to injury:
HBO claimed many of the
awards, including a record 11
trophies for the miniseries
"Angels in America" and a
best drama series Emmy for
"The Sopranos" — the first
cable drama to win in the category.
HBO dominated with 32
AP Photo
awards. Fox collected 10, folas
Chase
David
producer
executive
lowed by NBC with 8, ABC A member of "The Sopranos" production staff kisses
Primetime
Annual
56th
the
at
series
drama
and PBS with sewn each and the team holds their awards for outstanding
CBS — the most-watched net- Emmy Awards Sunday at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.
work — with two.
had ihows that ended last year,
executive
Awards show tend to draw Nielsen Media Research fig- network
"Friends" and
the including
about
concern
expressed
numbers
Final
Monday.
ures
bigger audiences when widely
"Frasier."
which
TV,
cable
effect of
popular shows are up for hon- are expected Tuesday.
One broadcast beneficiary
If the tally holds, it would increasingly has cut into
Ors.
the awards could be Fox's
of
the
on
viewership,
broadcast
audismallest
the
represent
nominees
The leading
Development," a
"Arrested
Emmys.
Sunday couldn't claim that ence for the Emmys since 12.3
comedy
acclaimed
critically
the
of
n
fragmentatio
"The
Fox
on
1990
in
it
saw
million
status since they air on a presecond,
a
for
renewed
was
that
mium cable channel reaching — a fledgling network that audience and the, celebration
It
ratings.
low
despite
year
been
has
that
programming
of
the
in
about a third of the nation's many people weren't
as best comedy series.
won
a
is
one"
no
virtually
by
seen
watching.
of
habit
TV homes.
The Emmys are sticking
The latest figures mark a 22 key .factor in Emmy ratings,
"That 'Angels' show that
broadcasters for some
with
Executive
network
Fox
said
17.9
the
from
won all those awards — I said, percent drop
come. •
to
time
Preston
President
Vice
watched
who
viewers
million
viewer
'Huh, what's that?"
NBC. CBS and Fox..
ABC,
Janina Perez, who has satellite last year's Emmys on Fox. Beckman.
the awards in rotaair
which
the
for
kickoff
a
as
Intended
further
even
dropped
Ratings
TV but doesn't subscribe to
their contract
renewed
tion,
— by 34 percent — among opening of the broadcast netHBO,_ said Monday.
of
Academy
the
with
the
season,
TV
fall
works'
the
49,
An estimated 14 million viewers aged 18 to
for
•Sciences
Arts
&
Television
proa
as
served
largely
awards
by
favored
c
demographi
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David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Ficors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gallimcve, Oerber
Will Do Insurance Work
Vsa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
SMALL home repairs,
roofs, decks, siding
windows.
and
(270)226-9075 after
4PM please
STAR roofing repair.
Got a leak? We fix it,
chimney flashing. One
shingle or more 2937870
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters, 753-2592
WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLS PACES.
roof
Underground
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
riprap installed, storm
BRENT
shelters.
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515. 1-877-3351500
WE build mini-storages, garage, out
buildings. and we can
level ground. Scott
Miller 753-1150 ex1229.
WILL do any electrical
work. No job too small.
33 years experience.
270-753-2605

for
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2004:
You enter a very special year in
which you experience a new
beginning. In fact, you might
feel the energy next week. You
become a manifester, and create
much more of what you want.
Some will say you are lucky:
others will admire your determination. Don't hold back; the next
few weeks are crucial. Ask .for
that pay raise or promotion. Buy
that house. If you are single and
like someone, ask him or her
out. If you are single without
any interests, make it your business to get out and socialize
more through Thanksgiving.
Someone might trigger you at
first, but could become the love
of your life. If you are attached,
your loving way draws your
sweetie closer. Add to 'your
home, be it a hot tub, a dog or
whatever would please you.
CAPRICORN can be an alba-

HAPPY

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for. Plus, all repairs for
home and business
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for more details!

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes
BIRTHDAI'

cussion with a co-worker or a
person involved in your daily life.
Tonight: Let others find you.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Work on approaching
others in an even gentler manner, especially those you deal
with daily. Walk in another's
shoes, and you might be much
less demanding. Detach and
better.
others
understand
Tonight: Rent a movie or choose
another relaxing activity.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your happiness stems
from a creative endeavor or a
special relationship. Don't get
caught up in family politics. You
could be sorry. Meanwhile, start
building your finances for the
winter holidays. Yes, buy that
item for you, too. Tonight: So
frisky.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Despite innate tension,
you come out soaring, as the
Sun moves into your sign today.

***** You might feel that a
partner or associate holds all the
cards. Not so! It might serve you
to let him or her think that way.
Your amazing creativity and wit
emerge this month, supporting a

Deal With personal matters first
as they could be most troublesome. You might be overly worried about a letter or call.
Tonight: Let go and share your
feelings.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You tell it like it is.
Please, however, don't be surprised if someone becomes inordinately touchy or difficult. Don't
allow money to get between you
and a friendship. Keep the door

reversal. Tonight: Romp out the
door. How 'bout a fall flirtation?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

**** Others dominate, and
you understand the lay of the
land. Unfortunately; pressure
builds in the next few weeks, as
your domestic life becomes far
more demanding. You might simply have to say "no" to an activitmss.
ty or two. Tonight: Accept an invitation.
The Stars Show the Kind of LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ***** Your old vavoom and
left and right
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; charisma come out
this week You ask, and others
1-Difficult
respond. A difficult moment
arise around a risk, child or
could
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
new flirtation Don't get caught
**** You cannot skip away up in the power play Work and
from your responsibilities. Asking put in overtime if need be
for support or delegating doesn t Tonight Choose an ultimately
work Have ,a long-overdue dis- relaxing activity

open to talk and work through
this hassle. Tonight: Run errands
on the way home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Truthfully, you might be
causing your own problems right
now. You could get stuck on one
point and decide to go to war
over it. The end results might not
be worth it. especially as an
authority figure is involved. What

an example of winning the battle
but losing the war! Tonight. Your
treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Zoom around all you
want, but don't make any major
decisions right now. You might
be putting more of your energy
into a situation than you need to.
Focus on work. Avoid gossip.
Tonight: What you want.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** continue to hold back. A
friend might be causing .you
more of a problem than you had
originally anticipated. Try to
understand where he or she is
coming from. as difficult as it
might be. A conversation doesn't
even make sense. Tonight:
Vanish and do your thing.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20) •
**** Partners could confuse
you, especially about a business
matter. You might not know
which way to go. Keep conversations going. Talk to someone
who has helped you before
Tonight: Make nice.

BORN TODAY
Musician Nick Cave (1957).
singer Debby Boone (1957).

actor Scott Baio (1961)
•''"
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacguelinebigar.com.

GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, 1.1(
PURCHASE, ZERO DOWN!

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
Brands'
'We Service All

YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit(not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100%loan, no money down
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O.%
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•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
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fit
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911

(270) 753-7407

212 East Main St. • 753-1586,

ES, INC.
BETTER BUILT GARAG
TRUST!
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
13 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in

inplete,y Fralerl Including Concwe Floor,
' I Pr, Fah Carpenter Suitt All Quality Mat,

I. Set-supporting 216
trusted rafters 2 ft 0 C
J. 1/2 plywood/0 S.B
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
concrete
a aetsed bottom
E. pTriet
door
N Steel service door
••(
F. Constr gr
O 2.4 fascia
studs
aluminum covered
G. 7'16 0 S B
P. 2.10 headers
undersiding
0. 4.4 raised curb
H Masontte. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

L_ A

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
S7 275
.$86.775 11/2 CAR (1200). ...
1 1/2 CAR ii2x201
S7.575 2 CAR 118,201.............S7.975
2 CAR 118.201
58.375
57 995 (2202)
LARGE CAR 122.22)
$8,475
S8.075 2 1/2 CAR (24.24)
2 1/2 CAR (24.24)
$9.175
$5,775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (211:30)
LARGE 2 1(2 CAR(2400)
$10,975
$10.575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x36)
124136).
$11.475
S11.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30.30)
ARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
$15,275
S14 875 130.40)
PLUS OFF.L.EVEL LOT - CALL US!
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www bbgarages corn
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Seamless Gutter Company

e

Stop Fall Leaves
Before They Stop You Up!
WE WANT TO HELP!
During the Month Of September
6" Gutter with Leafproof

10% Off
Fall leaves can clog your gutters and
downspouts and may lead to millions of
dollars in damage to homes this year.
0o9 "The Sante Company
You Have Trusted
v:00'(1
Avr
Since 1963"
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Murray Area Vocational
School will have open house
on Sept. 23 from 7:30 to 9
p.m. Parents of students from
Calloway County and Murray
High Schools and other interested persons are invited.
Published is a picture of
Harold Eversmeyer cooking
fish for the 10 families of
Win Lakes Good Sam Camping Club at the campout at
Lake Barkley State Park. Jimmy
and Sharon Graham were wagonmasters.
40 years ago
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller announced that
a check for $26,300 has been
received from Civil Defense
Department of Federal Government which represents 50
percent of the total approved
for Calloway County for flood
damage last spring.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lexell Camp,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Myers, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Keys McCuiston, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Barrow and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bennett.
50 years ago
Calloway County received
its bookmobile at the Kentucky
State
Fairgrounds,
Louisville. Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby on behalf of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
turned the bookmobile over Ed
Griffin, Calloway County's representative for the Calloway
Public Library. The donor was
The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co.
The Rev. Orville Easley,
pastor of Kirksey Circuit of
Methodist Church, is speaker
at the revival services being
held at Sulphur Spring
Methodist Church. Tilghman
Barrow is the song leader.

ContractBridge
The Percentage Play
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•J 1084
•1096
•.1 9 5
41 8 5
WEST
EAST
•-•Q 9 5
IP 4
•Q 7 5
•7 4 3
OKQI0862
•AQ 10763
416K 94 2
SOUTH
411b A K 7632
1/ A K J 8 3 2
A
*—
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
2•*
2•
Pass
Pass
2+
3
Pass
Pass
3
4+
4+
5
6*
• strong, artificial
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

The play most likely to succeed
in a given set of circumstances is
generally referred to as the percentage play. Anyone who subscribes
steadily to percentage plays is bound
to do well in the long run, even
though the indicated percentage play
might occasionally fail.
Consider this deal where South is
in six spades, which appears ironclad

at the start. But when he cashes the
ace of spades at trick two, West
shows out and complications set in.
South has no ready entry to
dummy for a spade finesse, and he
also has a heart loser to worry about.
So. faced with these difficulties, he
has a problem to solve: how best to
try to escape the loss of two tricks.
The actual declarer failed very
quickly. After playing the ace of
spades, he cashed the A-K of hearts
and so had to go down one.
It is true that after cashing one top
heart. South could have led the king
and another spade to establish an
entry to dummy, planning to lead a
heart later and finesse. However, this
line of play would have failed if West
had started with the Q-x of hearts.
The proper line of play — the
percentage play — would have succeeded. At trick three, declarer
should lead a low heart to the nine!
East wins, but whatever he returns,
South has a heart entry to dummy for
the marked spade finesse.
The bidding tells declarer that
West is very likely to have a 6-5 or 66 distribution. It follows, therefore,
that he cannot have as many aS three
hearts. Once this is established, it
becomes clear that a low heart play at
trick three is virtually certain to
secure the contract.

Tomorrow: It's easy when you know how.

Herbals won't
necessarily cure tinnitus

Husband's sexual obsession
takes toll on wife's health

LooldngBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of,
Linda Lester and Donna Herndon, director of Calloway County Family Resource Center,
purchasing new school clothes
for children in the New Concord area with money donated after Lester's niece and
nephew-in-law, Carol and
Bryan Luffman, died in a twovehicle accident last December.
Births reported include a
girl to Stanley and Michelle
Paschall, Aug. 29; a boy to
Michael and Renaye Lynn,
Sept. I; a girl to Patricia and
Douglas Baker, Sept. 14.
Murray State University
Racers won 23-16 over Southeast Missouri in a football
game at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Ms. Carmen Horton getting
instructions on the wireless
button she will wear as a necklace around her neck to summon help should she need it.
The device is part of the new
Lifeline Program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
where the emergency response
center is located. The hospital's 40-member auxiliary purchased the basic equipment for
the Lifeline Program. Also pictured are Ruth Eversmeyer,
director of volunteer services
at the hospital, and Jo Lovett,
daughter of Mrs. Horton.
Murray State University
Racers won 42-3 over Southeast Missouri in a football
game played at Stewart Stadium, Murray.
30 years ago
Bessie P. Parrish, 48, Rt.
6, Murray, died Sept. 20 from
injuries sustained in a car-train
accident at the railroad crossing on Chestnut Street, Mur.
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DEAR ABBY: I have been
married for 13 years. During
that time, my husband, "Newton,"
has
had several
affairs, but
I forgave
him and we
managed to
patch things
up.
Around
1995,
Dear Abby noticed a
change in
Newton's
By Abigail
sexual
Van Buren
behavior.
Porno magazines began aniiv
ing and charges showed up on
our credit card for sexual sites
on the Internet. I thought about
leaving, but by then we had
two daughters.
I recently went to visit my
parents in another state for a
weekend. It was the; first time
since our marriage that I went
alone. While I was gone, Newton bought some kind of sexual-enhancer vitamins for
women. We've always had an
active sex life, and I didn't
think I needed enhancers.
One morning I drove our
girls to school, and when I
returned home to do the breakfast dishes, I found "stuff"
floating in the coffee pot. I
confronted Newton. At first he
denied it, but eventually he
admitted that he had crushed
two of the vitamins and put
them in the coffee -- after conveniently getting himself a cup
first.

Todayhdlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 21,
the 265th day of 2004. There
are 101 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 21, 1949, the People's Republic of China was
proclaimed by its Communist
leaders.
On this date:
In 1897, the New York Sun
ran its famous editorial that
declared, "Yes, Virginia, there
is a Santa Claus."
In 1970, "NFL Monday
Night Football" made its debut
on ABC T.V. as the Cleveland Browns defeated the visiting New York Jets, 31-21.
In 1973,the U.S. Senate confirmed Henry Kissinger to be
Secretary of State.
In 1981, the Senate unanimously confirmed the nomination of Sandra Day O'Connor to become the first female
justice on the Supreme Court.
In 1996, John F. Kennedy,
Jr., married Carolyn Bessette
in a secret ceremony on Cumberland Island, Ga.
One year ago: Former Citigroup CEO John S. Reed was
named temporary head of the
New York Stock exchange. Paul
Martin was elected by Canada's Liberal Party to succeed
Jean Chretien as prime minister.

I have lost 17 pounds since
then without trying. My doctor can find nothing wrong
with me. I now wonder what
Newton will do next, but honestly, nothing would surprise me
anymore. My world revolved
around him. I love him, but I
know I am no longer IN love
with him.
Abby, I came from a broken home. I never wanted that
for my children. Newton knows
this, and I think he uses it to
his advantage. I am only here
because of our children and
because I'm not sure I have
the confidence to start over.
- TIRED OF PLAYING
DEAR TIRED: For the sake
of your health and sanity, it's
time to separate and get some
counseling. The coffee in your
house isn't the only thing that's
toxic. The alternative to finding the confidence to start over
appears to be hiring a food
taster.
It's a toss-up whether your
husband is so hooked on
pornography that he is out of
touch with reality -- and therefore expects you to perform
with the abandon of a porn
star -- or whether he is totally without empathy for others. Either way, you and the
girls will be safer away from
him.
IN*

DEAR ABBY: Do you think
it is possible to lead a happy,
fulfilled life if you never fall
in love with someone and have
a lasting relationship? I have
a good job, own my own home,
have many wonderful friends,
and I know I should not feel
empty because I don't have a
relationship -- but I do. -LONELY IN TEXAS
DEAR LONELY: Of course
it's possible. But not if the
person is preoccupied with what
he or she "might" be missing.
What comes to mind are people who dedicate their lives
to animals, various causes, and
those who enter religious
orders.

DEAR DR.GOTT:!recently saw an advertisement for
an herbal remedy that is touted to cure tinnitus. As someone who has
suffered for
years from
ringing in
the ears, I
wonder if
this product
might help
me.
DEAR
Dr.Gott READER:
The advertisement
By
Dr. Peter Gott you sent me
describes an
herbal remedy containing aloe,
ginseng, bitter orange, dandelion root, myrrh and saffron.
There is no scientific evidence that such a remedy will
cure tinnitus — or anything
else, for that matter.
You would do better, in my
opinion, to seek help from an
ear-nose-and-throat specialist
who will examine you, perform an audiogram (hearing
test) and attempt to discover
the cause of your symptom. Perhaps your tinnitus is caused
by something as commonplace
as wax in your ears, which
the doctor can easily remove.
Most cases of tinnitus are
due to nerve damage caused
by chronic exposure to loud
noise. This is permanent and
incurable.
Nonetheless, many instances
of tinnitus are at least treatable using a variety of special devices.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
not menstruated for two years.
In the time prior, my periods
were not regular. I'm 21 and
a virgin. I have never smoked
and don't drink. I don't diet
and am not anorexic or bulimic. What's happening?
DEAR READER: The cessation of menstruation in a
healthy, non-pregnant young
woman could well %present a
hormone imbalance.1 recommend that you address this
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Big trucks
Bar attraction
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WHILE TIC waRLD CONNECTS
To -THE uNWERSE, MOM
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DEN WITH THE LK7HTS Off
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Crosswords
1 One of us
4Croons
8 Superman,
incognito
12 Mover's rental
13 "Gotchar
(2 wds )
14 Make — — for it
15 Common abbr
16 Sea raven
18 Outlet danger
20 Sphinx locale
21 Hindu mantra
22Gurtanst — Paul
23 Milky gem
27 Grey Cup org
29 Polynesian
plants
30 Mr Kurosawa
31 Old Euphrates
city
32 Fosse or Dole
33 Henn s
landmass
34 Scale note
35 Ecological
hazard
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issue with your gynecologist,
who — after examining you
— will probably order blood
tests to identify a hormone
deficiency, and, if one is present, prescribe an antidote, usually estrogen and other hormones.
On the other hand, as you
probably know, well-trained
female athletes often stop menstruating; this appears to be a
consequence of chronic overexertion. Therefore, if you are
an "exercise nut," you might
try reducing your workouts a
bit.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from boils. Would I be
helped by adding Lysol, bleach
or vinegar to my bathwater?
DEAR READER: Probably not. These skin infections
are usually caused by staph
bacteria that enter the skin's
pores and cause inflammation.
Such infections are more
common in diabetics, so you
should have a blood sugar test
to make sure you don't have
diabetes.
Also, if you work in a dirty
environment, you must scrub
thoroughly each day. Many
patients have discovered that
antibacterial soaps —such as
Dial or Lever 2000 — will
reduce the incidence of boils
by killing many of the staph
bacteria that normally inhabit
the skin. In some cases, prescription antibiotics may be
necessary to eradicate the bacteria.
With the thought that you
might decide to be tested for
diabetes and would like further information on this condition, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Diabetes Mellitus:" Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

WELL, GIVE IT A 6000 KICK...
MAYBE IT'LL STOP FO1LOWIN6 U5

UM,N011-1(NG,THAN WU.
I'M SORgy TO HAVE

DoTHEREp you.
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Lady

Lakers
hold on to
beat CCA

Winners at the recent Kenlake State Park golf tournament were, from left, Cathy
Thompson and Gloria Thies, first place; Bobbie Manning and Louise Parker, second
place; Norma Stephenson and Evelyn Blivin, third place.

Laker linksters survive on course
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County High School's T. J. Hargrove
led the Laker linksters to a 155 team score for victories over Paducah Tilghman, Murray High and
Christian Fellowship Monday at Oaks County
Club.
Tilghman finished one stroke behind Calloway
with a 156, while Christian Fellowship settled for
a 180. Murray High finished with a 182.
Tyler Buckingham helped out the Laker cause
with a 38. Hugh Falwell followed with a 39. Kris
Russeau rounded out things with a 41.
Murray was led by a 40 from Alex

Willinghurst. Micah Rayburn (45), Adam Peebles
(47) and Zach Newsome (50) finished out the
scoring for the Tigers.
On the girls' side, Angela DeBella finished
with a two-under par 34 for medalist honors, but
Murray High finished seven strokes behind
Calloway at 187.
Calloway (180) was led by Whitney Hendon's
41. Samantha Butts shot a 43 and Kaysin
Hutching had a 44. Robyn Ryan carded a 52.
Following DeBella's 34, Kelly Dick shot a 45
and Shannon Elias was good for a 47. Mallory
Cunningham rounded out the scoring with a 61.

Bassett suing school, NCAA,SEC
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A former assistant football
coach at Kentucky has sued the
university's
Athletic
Association, the NCAA and thee
Southeastern Conference for
$50 million.
Claude Bassett claims in the
federal suit 'that a conspiracy
exists to prevent him from
coaching at any NCAA school.
Bassett
resigned
from
Kentucky's
program
in
November 2000, shortly before
an NCAA investigation into
recruiting violations.
In 2002, the NCAA placed

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)-The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school football polls with
first-place votes, records, total points
and previous rankings
1A
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pvs
1. Danville
(6) 4-1 114
2
1. Newport CC
1
(7) 4-0114
3. Beechwood
• 3-1 76
3
4. Lou. Holy Cross
4
- 3-1 66
4. Murray
5
68
6. Pikeville
7
- 3-1 58
7. Campbellsville
- 4-0 48
6
- 4-0 35
8. Harrodsburg
9
9. Hancock Co
- 3-1 32
8
9, Williamsburg
- 5-0 32
Others receiving votes Mayfield 13,
Harlan 10, Cumberland 9, Fort Knox 8.
Lynn Camp 7. Lou. Chnshan Academy
6. Coy Holy Cross 6. Somerset 4. Lex
Christian 3, Ky Country Day 2, Ludlow
2, Bardstown 2.
2A
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
1 Breathitt Co
(4) 5-0 109
2
Belfry
(5) 4-0103
1
3. Fort Campbell (1) 3-1 82
6
4. Russell
4
- 4-0 68
5. Elizabethtown
- 4-1 64
5
6. Trigg Co
(1) 3-1 52
3
7. Prestonsburg
(1) 3-1 32
8. Fleming Co
10
- 4-0 31
9. Butter Co
- 5-0 28
9
101. Corbm
.2-3 13
8
10t. Lou Western
- 3-1 13
8
Others receiving votes: Glasgow 11,
Henry Co 8. Wayne Co 8,
Middlesboro 6. Leslie Co. 6, Lloyd
Memorial 6, North Oldham 5.
Owensboro Cath 5, Newport 3,
Webster Co 3. Lou DeSales 2
3A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1. Hopkinsville
1
(8) 4-0 101
3
2 Highlands
(3) 4-1 100
3 Bowling Green
2
- 5-0 86
4 Lea Catholic
- 3-1 75
5
4
5 Boyle Co
- 3-2 67
- 4-1 50
6 Bell Co
8
7. Paducah Tilghman- 3-1 44
7
8 Lou Waggener
- 4-0 30
6
(1) 4-0 22
9 Pulaski Co
10 Pulaski SW
- 3-1 21
10
Others receiving votes: Coy. Catholic
16, Rockcastle Co 15, Union Co.?,
Lincoln Co 6. Harnson Co 5, Hopkins
Co. Central 4. Oldham Co 3, East
Jessamine 2 Lou Central 2. Paul
Blazer 2
4A
FPV Red TP
Rank-School
1
(11) 4-0 110 PVII
1 Lou Tnnity
2
2 Lou St Xavier
- 3-1 85
4-1
Manual
82
3
Lou
3
4 Henderson Co
- 4-1 61
6
4
- 3-2 47
5. Lou Male
5
6 Lox. Paul Dunbar - 3-1 43
7
-4-037
7 Conner
- 4-0 28
8
8 Dixie Heights
-4-120
10
9 Lou Butler
101 Madison Central - 4-1 16
lot Johnson Central - 4-0 16
Others receiving votes: Lox
Lafayette 12. South Laurel it,
Owensboro Apollo 8. Scott Co. 8, Lou.
PAP 6, Christian Co 4, Warren Central
4, Lou. Ballard 3. Campbell Co 2,
Greenwood 2, North Laurel 2
Voters
Daily Independent, Ashland, Daily
News, Bowling Green, AdvocateMessenger, Danville, Daily Enterprise,
Harlan. The Gleaner, Henderson
Kentucky New Era. Hopkinsville
Herald-Leader. Lexington. Ledger .1
Times. Murray. Messenger-inquire,
Owensboro. The Paducah Sun,
Appalachian News-Express. Pikeville
ConanonwealTh-Joumal, Somerset.
The Winchester Sun. WLKY.

Kentucky on probation for more
than three dozen recruiting violations that occured between
1998 and 2000. It banned the
Wildcats from a bowl game for
one season and ordered the forfeiture of 19 scholarships over a
three-year period.
Bassett. Kentucky's recruiting coordinator under thencoach Hal Mumme. was found
in violation of NCAA ethical
conduct bylaws and effectively
was banned from working for
any NCAA school for eight
years.'
Bassett now is the football
coach at a high school in
Robstown, Texas, near Corpus
Christi.
A Kentucky athletic department spokesman referred comment on the suit to the university's legal office. A spokes-

v,oman for the NCAA declined
immediate comment. SEC
spokesman Charles Bloom
declined comment, saying he
had not seen the suit.
In the suit, Bassett asks the
court to find that the three defendants violated federal antitrust
laws by banning him from
coaching. If that happens. the
amount of damages could be
tripled.
Bassett also claims in the suit
that the defendants committed
fraud and civil conspiracy
against him by encourging him
to take actions depriving himself
of due process. Bassett also
claims that the NCAA has
"intentionally and improperly
interfered" with his prospective
contract negotiations with
NCAA member institutions.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County High
School volleyball team defeated
Community Christian Academy
Monday, 17-25, 25-23, 25-13.
"The girls worked hard
together and worked as a team to
bring this win home," CCHS
head coach Susan Greene said.
Sophomore
Amanda
Schroader played a strong rhiddie, according to Greene. Teala
Penick performed well on sets
and passes.
In the junior-varsity match,
the Lady Ulcers prevailed 2022. 21-16, 21-18.
Whitley Edwards was a
strong asset to the team with her
blocks, hits and serves. Also,
Ally Thompson contributed
with her digs and passes.

Cubs split
doubleheader
with Marlins
MIAMI (AP)- A storm on
the horizon was not what Dusty
Baker wanted to see during the
Chicago Cubs' quick trip to
South Florida.
The Cubs had only Monday
available to play their makeup
doubleheader against Florida,
and as it turned out, the weather
was great.
The Marlins won the second
game 5-2 to earn a split. Mark
Prior allowed just five hits in 7
2-3 innings and outpitched
Florida ace Carl Pavano in the
opener to help the Cubs win 5-1.
In the only other National
League game, St. Louis beat
Milwaukee 7-4.
With the victory in Game I,
Chicago climbed one percentage
point ahead of San Francisco in
the wild-card race. But the Cubs
ended the 24-hour visit to
Miami where they started: a
half-game behind the idle
Giants.
"We've been knocking on
first place for a while," Cubs'
manager Dusty Baker said."
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Monday's Gems
Philadelphia 27, Minnesota 16
Sunday, Sept. 26
Arizona at Atlanta noon
Philadelphia at Detroit noon
Cleveland at N V Giants noon
Pittsburgh at Warm, noon
Houston at Kansas City, noon
New Orleans at St Louts. noon
Jacksonville at Tennessee, noon
Baltimore at Cincinnati, noon
Chicago at Minnesota noon
San Diego at Denver 3 05 p.m.
Green Bay at Indianapolis. 3:15 p.m,
San Francisco at Seattle. 115 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Oakland, 7 30 p.m.
Idle &Alai°, Carolina. New England, N.Y. Jets
Monday, Sept. 27
Dallas at Washington S p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet
GB
Atlanta
Kt 62 587
Florida
79 70 530 81/2
Philadeipnia
76 73 510 11 1/2
New York
65 85 433
23
Montreal
25
63 87420
Control Division
W
LPCt
GB
a-St Louis
98 51 658
Chicago
15
83 66 557
Houston
83 67 553 15 1/2
Cincinnati
68 81 456
30
Pittsburgh
68 81 456
30
Milwaukee
62 ae 419 35 1,2
West Division

W
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Colorado
Arizona
a-clinched division

L Pc-t

86 63
84 66
80 70
64 85
47 103

Tuesday's Game*
Chicago Cubs (Wood 8-7i at Pittsburgh (Fogg
9-101 6 05 p m
NY Mats (Leiter 9-71 at Montreal
(L Hernandez 10-14). 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Lode 9-12) at Florida (Willis 1091 605 pm
Cincinnati (Claussen 2-51 at Atlanta (Thomson
12-8) 6 35 p m
St LOWS (Marquis 14-5) at Milwaukee (Santos
10-11) 6 35 pm
Arizona (R Johnson 14-131 at Colorado (Estes
14-71, 8 05 p m
Los Angeles (Weaver 12-11) at San Diego
(Eaton 10-13), 9 05 p m
Houston IC Hernandez 1-2) at San Francisco
(Tomko 10-6). 9 15 p m
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct
GB
New Yon
94 56 627
Boston
597
4
89 60
1,2•••
70 78 473
Baltimore
23
Tampa Bay
63 85 426
30
31
Toronto
63 87 420
Central Division
W
L Pct
GO
a-Minnesota
88 62 587
Chicago
74 75 497 13 1/2
Cleveland
72 78 480
16
Detroit
68 81 456 19 1/2
Kansas City
55 94 369 32 1/2
West Division
W
L Pet
GB
Oakland
87 62 584
Anaheim
85 65 567 2 1/2
Texas
82 67 550
5
Seattle
56 94 373 31 1/2
a-clinched division
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (Lopez 13-8) at Boston lScT)4Ilnl
20-6) 6 05 p m
Cleveland ICn.iceta 0-01 at Detroit (Knotts
6).605pm
Toronto (Haltaday 7-7) at N V Yankees
fLoaiza 9.7), 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Grew*. 8-10) at Tampa Bay
16011 4-81. 6 15 p m

•Racers ...
From Page 14
Salyer's effort was in stark games - almost half of that
contrast to the shaky offensive total came in a 21-7 loss to
play after four-year starter Division I-A South Florida on
Stewart Childress went down Sept. II.
"Anybody who knows anywith a knee injury last season.
thing about OVC football knows
"We learned that we have a
that (Tech) always has a good
backup quarterback who can
defense," Pannunzio said.
come in and move our team
"We'll have to be ready for them
down the field," Pannunzio said.
because they're going to come
-And we also showed that we
in here with a lot of confidence."
have the ability to come back
Injuries: As conference play
from 14 points down."
begins, the Racers expect to
The Racer ground game have
Fisher back under center.
proved once again it was the However,
they will be without
strength of the team with 263 defensive
lineman Brandon
yards rushing. MSU's offensive Dixson
and offensive lineman
exploits against the Sycamores LaQuentin Irvin, who both
suffeatured two 100-yard rushers fered injuries against
Indiana
- Nick Turner (125) and Ron State. Dixson will be nursing a
Lane (113).
knee ailment, while Irvin will be
The receiving corps was solid out with an ankle injury.
with 17 catches for 189 yards,
Captain Hicks: MSU student
led by junior Daniel Rumley's Morgan
Hicks, a
2004
four grabs for 80 yards.
Olympian with the U.S. rifle
But Rumley's biggest catch team, has been named an honof the day against ISU proved orary captain for Saturday's
disastrous. The Racers appeared contesi
poised to go in for the game"To me there's no greater
tying score when Salyer found
honor than to
the 6-5. 210-pounder on a 42play for your
yard strike down the field in the
country in
fourth quarter, but the ball was
popped loose from Rumley's
Olympics.
grasp and the Sycamores recovand I don't
ered.
think
"We've still got to find a
Morgan
playmaker in that group," noted
Hicks
has
Pannunzio. "One day, Daniel
been
honlooks like he might the guy that
ored enough
Hicks
steps up. But we just haven't
by our comfound that one guy yet."
munity for what she did,"
Murray State is scheduled to Pannunzio said. "So we're going
begin OVC play on Saturday to honor her.against visiting Tennessee Tech,
Rallying cry: Seeking to crewhich defeated the Racers 49-24 ate more interest from the stulast September in Cookeville, dent body. Pannunzio the Racers
Tenn.
and their coaches would join the
The Golden Eagles enter this MSU band for a pep rally on
weekend's play with a 2-1 Friday at 7 p.m. in front of
record after downing VM1 16-10 Winslow Cafeteria. Pannunzio
last Saturday. Tech, a tradition- encouraged the public to also
ally strong defensive squad. has attend.
allowed just 47 points in three

SportsBriefs
•The Murray High School Diamond Club will hold a meeting on
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the school's cafeteria. Tiger baseball coach Cary
Miller will discuss plans for Spnng Break, and officers will be selected
for the current year. The meeting will be the only one held this calendar
year. For more information, contact Steve or Ten Cobb at 753-7854

GB

577
560 212
533 61(2
430
22
313 39 1/2

2ndAnnual
Laker Football
Alumni
Golf Classic
Hosted by

Murray Country Club
Saturday, September 25 at 8 a.m.

$60 Individual Entry
$225 Team Entry
• 18 Holes of Golf including cart
• Breakfast and Lunch provided
• All entries receive a t-shirt ISE cap
• Four player scramble format

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
All proceeds benefit
the Laker Football Alumni Association
and the Brian McCuiston Scholarship Fund

Contactiodd Coati at 753-7278
for more information

1
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Wildcats revival over
Indiana much needed
Former Kentucky
coach sues school,
NCAA,SEC
-See page 13
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
For the first time in recent memory, Kentucky football coach
Rich Brooks didn't have to
answer negative questions about
the Wildcats' offense on
Monday.
As bad as Kentucky's offense
looked in a 28-0 loss to
Louisville in the season opener,
the Wildcats looked equally as
impressive in a 51-32 win over
Indiana on Saturday. Kentucky
had two 100-yard rushers in one
game for the first time in two
years and rolled up 560 yards of
offense while scoring on nine
possessions.
"I've heard that saying about
improvement from the first to
second games," Florida coach
Ron Zook said, "but that's
ridiculous."
What happened? Brooks
cited a list factors, but two stood
out — the Wildcats' overall
aggressiveness and improved
blocking. He also praised quarterback Shane Boyd's effectiveness in passing — Boyd completed 21 of 30 attempts for 205
yards and two touchdowns.
GiVen more time by an offensive line seeking to make
amends for its poor showing
against Louisville, Boyd sysapart
picked
tematically
Indiana's defense with his legs
as well as his arm, rushing for a
career-high 130 yards on 17 carries, mostly oh option keepers or
quarterback draws.
A lot of that was by design,
he said.
' "It was a difference in our
approach to the game, and getting done what we needed to get
done," Boyd said. "It was us
executing our plays running,
blocking, passing and catching."
Guard Matt Huff said the
Wildcats practiced with much
more enthusiasm the week
before the Indiana game.
"I think it had a lot to do with
our victory," Huff said."In practice last week, everybody was
flying around and having fun.
Everybody came out there
focused. When you do that, you
can get there and practice the
way you want to play."
The offensive line's improvement from game one to game

AP Photo

Rich Brooks avoided negative questions Monday following Kentucky's route of
the Hoosiers Saturday at
Commonwealth Stadium.
two didn't go unnoticed by the
Southeastern Conference office,
which named walk-on junior
center Matt McCutchan as the
league's offensive lineman of
the week.
The goal, Brooks said, will
be for the line to repeat its solid
performance Saturday, when the
Wildcats visit No. 16 Florida
and one of the nation's noisiest
stadiums. Florida(I-1,0-1 SEC)
is coming off a 30-28 loss at
Tennessee in which the Gators
surrendered a 50-yard field goal
with six seconds left.
"There's not much you can
do other than have noise at practice, which we've done in the
past and will do a couple of days
this week," Brooks said.
"Sometimes, in an environment
like that, you'll have a few
penalties. You need to really
prevent that from happening.
We've got a lot of young people
on this team, but this will be a
difficult place to play whether
you're a senior or a freshman."
Florida has won 17 games in
a row against Kentucky, but the
Wildcats almost pulled off an
upset last season. Kentucky led
21-3 entering the fourth quarter,
but several key mistakes by the
Wildcats — including an illegal
participation penalty on a
Florida punt and an ill-advised
pass thrown by Jared Lorenzen,
which was intercepted —
allowed,the Gators to rally for a
24-21 win.

Louisville ready to
dig in against Heels
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville is essentially starting
its season over again.
The 24th-ranked Cardinals
(2-0) got an unexpected open
date last week when their game
at Tulane was postponed
because of Hurricane Ivan.
With two full weeks to prefor
pare
Saturday's
at
game
North
Carolina (2the
Cardinals
revisited
basic drills
— and got
sick of that
no
in a hurry.
"Overall, as a team, we didn't
like it too much," said sophomore defensive tackle Arnobi
Okoye. "We don't like off
weeks, because all we do is
practice."
By Friday, Petrino wasn't
thrilled about it, either.
"I got kind of antsy.
Normally. on Friday, you're in a
different mindset, a different
mood," he said. "It was difficult
and unfortunate it was postponed."
The Cardinals return to practice on Tuesday, with a suddenly
formidable-looking opponent
ahead. The Tar Heels struggled
past William & Mary in their
opener and lost by 32 to Virginia
before upsetting Georgia Tech
34-13 on Saturday.
The victory raised eyebrows
at the Louisville football corn-

it

Racers riding down familiar path

By scan- NANNEY
Sports Editor
An eerily similar pattern has developed
for the Murray State Racers over the past
three seasons.
Much like 2002 and 2003, the Racers
have begun the 2004 campaign with just one
win in their first three games..
While it's not an envious path to follow,
fifth-year MSU head coach Joe Pannunzio
hopes things eventually turn out like they
did in '02, when the Racers rebounded from
a 2-4 start to win the program's first Ohio
Valley Conference championship since
1996.
So, do the Racers look more like the '02
squad that won five in a row and six of seven
to earn the league crown, or like the '03 edition that stumbled out of the gate to a 1-4
start and limped home with a 4-8 record?
That's still remains a question for
Pannunzio and his staff after watching the

Racers fumble and stumble their way a 28- a blocked punt for a touchdown.
"(Indiana State) didn't cross the 50-yard
21 loss last weekend at Indiana State.
in the second half," Pannunzio recalled.
line
"I said before the season that we wouldn't know much about our "For the first time in a lang time, I thought
team until after the we made some adjustments on defense that
Indiana State game," said really worked. But we've got to work on
Pannunzio during his closing the deal, which is something we didweekly press conference n't do Saturday."
While there may be more questions than
Monday at Roy Stewart
for the Racers after three games.
answers
still
I
Stadium. "But
don't know a whole lot. Pannunzio was encouraged about some posThe only thing I know is itive signs.
Chief among them was the play of backthat you can't go on the
road and make some of up quarterback Ryne Salyer, who was subPannunzio the mistakes we did bing for an injured Adam Fisher.
The 6-foot-1, 195-pound redshirt freshSaturday and expect to
showed poise and good decision-makman
win."
Despite nearly doubling the Sycamores ing skills in his first collegiate start, cornin total yardage (452 to 278) and holding its pleting 17-of-23 passing attempts for 189
Gateway Conference foes to just 48 second- yards.
half yards, Murray still managed to let the
game slip away with two costly fumbles and IN See RACERS Page 13
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Eagle defense soars over Minnesota
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -Donovan McNabb moonwalked, Terrell Owens slamdunked and the Philadelphia
Eagles' defense kept Daunte
Culpepper and Randy Moss
from strutting their best stuff.
McNabb threw a touchdown
pass to .Owens and ran for
another score, leading the
Eagles over the Minnesota
Vikings 27-16 Monday night.
The Vikings hogged the ball
for nearly 38 minutes. but were
hurt by miscues and crucial
penalties.
"Our defense did an excellent job keeping them out of
the end zone," McNabb said.
"When we had our opportunities, we took full advantage by
putting points on the board."
Though the teams combined
for 727 yards and only punted
twice, this wasn't the offensive
shootout many expected.
McNabb outplayed Culpepper,
who hurt his team badly with a
fumble inside the Philadelphia
1.
"I thought the ball might
have crossed the plane."
Culpepper said. "I thought
body was in there."
The Eagles' 2-0 start at
home is a switch from last season, when they lost the first
two games at their new stadium.
"A lot of us learned from the
mistakes of last year, and the
experience of being in that
position helped us a lot and
how we got out of that hole,"
McNabb said.
The Vikings(I-1) have lost
17 of their last 18 outdoor regular-season games. They might
have stayed unbeaten if
Culpepper and Moss connected
more when the game counted.
AP Photo
Minnesota gained 410 yards,
but got only one touchdown. Minnesota Vikings quarterback Daunte Culpepper (11) is stripped of the ball at the
Moss' 4-yarder late in the goal line by Philadelphia Eagles linebacker Nate Wayne, left, with help from linegame.
backer Mark Simoneau (50) in final minutes of the second quarter Monday in
"I kept coming to the side- Philadelphia.
line telling Coach,'I see fear in
ty was his most noteworthy
their eyes. Let's keep attack- Owens had four receptions for last week.
play. The Vikings kept bogging
TD
three
had
who
Owens,
45-yard
a
including
yards,
79
ing," Moss said. "I think I was
more frustrated because we TD that put the game out of receptions in his Eagles debut down in or near the red zone, in
last week, celebrated his score part because Moss was blankept driving, driving, driving. reach.
"They can say he's the best, with an impressive dunk over keted by Lito Sheppard or
We put yards on the scoreboard, but we didn't put up the but I'm the best for the the crossbar, sparking a huge Sheldon Brown, and Culpepper
was sacked four times.
Eagles," Owens said of Moss, roar from the crowd.
points."
Culpepper finished 37-forBefore his TD catch, Moss'
Moss finished with eight who sparked a verbal war
catches for 69 yards, while between the loquacious pair costly pass-interference penal- 47 for 343 yards.

plex.
"When I saw the score, I was
like, 'Whoa,' because I thought
Georgia Tech would win that
game," Louisville safety Kerry
Rhodes said.
"When everyone saw the
schedule, they were counting
this one as a win for us, but it's
going to be a tough game,"
Petrino said. "We've got to go
on the road and play a team that
feels good about itself."
The Cardinals, ranked for the
fifth straight season, are trying
to maintain the underdog mentality that's led to recent success
against teams from top-tier conferences. Louisville has eight
wins since 2000 against teams
from Bowl Championship
Series leagues, including a 2620 upset of Atlantic Coast
Conference juggernaut Florida
State two seasons ago.
Winning games against bigger-name opponents is a matter
of"going out on the field, being
hungry for that," tight end Adam
McCauley said.
"If we lose, big deal." he
said. "That's what they expected."
The Cardinals are the
favorites this week. They've put
up gaudy statistics in their first
two games and Petrino is eager
to see if they hold up against
their best opponent yet.
He's not worried about the
offense, which has averaged
505.5 yards and 40 points in the
first two games. The defense is St. Louis Cardinals Steve Kline sprays champagne after
allowing only 254 yards and clinching the National League Central Division after beat10.5 points per game.
ing the Milwaukee Brewers Monday night.

Cards finally uncork the champagne
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
St. Louis Cardinals broke out the
champagne and sprayed their way
around a raucous clubhouse, celebrating their NL Central championship.
Two days after they clinched
It.
Albert Pujols' go-ahead single
keyed a three-run ninth inning,
and the Cardinals beat the
Milwaukee Brewers 7-4 Monday
night for their major league-leading 98th victory.
Under baseball's tiebreaker
rules. St. Louis ensured its third
division title in five seasons on
Saturday when the Cardinals beat
Arizona 7-0. and San Francisco
and the Chicago Cubs both lost.
But manager Tony La Russa
refused to acknowledge that his

team had already won the crown,
both before and after Sunday's 32 loss to Arizona.
La Russa wanted to clinch it
on the field. He.stormed out of his
postgame news conference after
angrily responding to a question
about delaying the traditional
champagne celebration.
So the bubbly just sat, chilling
for two extra days — until the
Cardinals let loose Monday night.
The Cardinals came to
Milwaukee ready to party.
They packed up more than 20
cases of champagne and boxes of
championship hats and T-shirts
and had thc team's clubhouse
attendants drive it all up to Miller
Park in two pickup trucks that
arrived 45 minutes before
Monday's game
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